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Chapter 6 

 

THE START OF MY CAREER 

AND OF MY FAMILY 
 

 

BERKELEY 
 

I date the start of my career in January 1962, after I had completed a semester of graduate 
work at the University of California at Berkeley. I had received the grade A in each of the 
four courses I had taken and I had found a thesis advisor, Professor Eli Jury.  I felt confident 
that I could make it through the Ph.D. program and in the spring of 1962 I took my PhD 
prelims. Most students took the prelims in their second year but I did so in my first year and 
I did so well in the written part that the department waived the oral part for me. 

 
By May of 1962 I had also completed a Master’s project that was submitted for publication 
to a major journal. (It appeared in print a year later [1963:1]). Professor Jury provided me 
with a Research Assistantship, so my financial support was assured. I could have continued 
working in area of my Master’s project and expect a smooth part towards a Ph.D. But my 
restless mind would not let me do that. 

During my two years at the Paleon Phaliro Power Plant I had been fascinated by control 
mechanisms and, having read Norbert Wiener’s book Cybernetics, I was looking forward to 
pursuing a Ph.D. in Control Theory. I had thought that my study of Control Theory would 
enable me to come up with a solution to the problem of the turbine with fluctuating speed 
(see the last section of Chapter 5). Even though I had no intention of going back to my 
previous job, I wanted to satisfy my intellectual curiosity. 

I was in for a major disappointment. Control Theory in the academia had become a purely 
mathematical field, staying away from any problem that had any trace of applications or 
practical usefulness. Being at Berkeley, I came across Hermann Hesse's books that were at 
the height of their popularity there. (There was even a bar named Steppenwolf.) When I 
read Magister Ludi I recognized immediately the modern version of the glass bead game 
(Das Glassperlenspiel): it was academic Control Theory as practiced at Berkeley and other 
top U.S. Universities. The most attractive part of engineering, the creative interaction 

between theory and practice, had been discarded. 
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For me, going for a Ph.D. meant more than making a living. If I was only looking for an 
income I could have stayed in Greece. I wanted to do something really creative. I was even 
thinking of dropping out, an event that would have had far more serious consequences for a 
foreign student than a domestic one. And there were the gnawing doubts that my opinion 
about the field was wrong. After all, who was I to challenge the wisdom of all these famous 
American professors? Fortunately, a seminal event occurred. Professor Mark Aizerman of 
the USSR gave a seminar at Berkeley where, amongst other things, he said that he had 
started to write a book on Control Theory but he gave up the project because he did not 
think there was enough substance to it. Indeed the emperor had no clothes.  

Because I could not afford to abandon Control Theory without serious consequences I 
searched for a compromise, an area where applications would be acceptable. The field of 
Control Theory for Biological Models filled that role. It let me get away from pure 
mathematics but still kept me within the confines of academia. I took some courses in 
Neurophysiology and had discussions with biologists, especially Professors Walter Freeman 
and Don Wilson. The ultimate result was a Ph.D. thesis with the title: Analysis and Synthesis 
of Pulse Frequency Modulation Feedback Systems (1964). The topic had been motivated by 
efforts to model neuronal transmission of information. 

Part of that work led me to the study of biological neural nets. I wrote a paper titled “A New 
Model for Simple Neural Nets and Its Application in the Design of a Neural Oscillator” 
[1965:1]. There I tried to model the neuronal circuit controlling the flight of the locust. The 
model was using a mixture of difference and differential equations but no partial differential 
equations (as required by the Hodgkin-Huxley model of axon potentials). Hence the word 
“simple.” 

Unfortunately, this happy state of affairs did not last long. A seminar given by Professor 
Jerry Letvin of M.I.T. at Berkeley was another seminal event. After the seminar he had 
individual discussions with graduate students and I took the opportunity to describe to him 
my research. He gave me two important pieces of advice. First he told me that my models 
had nothing to do with the nervous system (although they might be interesting systems in 
their own right); the rich behavior of the animal nervous system relies far more on the 
organization of the connectivity of individual neurons than in the details of the means of 
communication amongst neurons. Then he asked me who was funding the research. I gave 
the name of a government agency that had given a grant to my adviser. “Then,” he said, 
“keep telling them that you work on models of the nervous system, you do not want to lose 
your funding.” 

Letvin’s suggestions were re-enforced by another visitor, Leon Harmon of Bell Labs. 
(Harmon had worked under Julian Bigelow to build the first programmable computer 
designed by von Neumann at the Institute of Advanced Studies at Princeton.) He had 
constructed a circuit consisting of three "neurons" and was asking the audience to 
determine its structure by observing its response. It was a hopeless task.  

Thus modeling of biological systems without a deep understanding of biology was not going 
to lead anywhere. If I wanted to continue in this direction, I would have to work more 
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closely with biologists and, in particular, rely on them for the definition of the problems. This 
was not the most attractive option for the future, so I had to search for another area. 

The solution to my quandaries came from another visitor at Berkeley. In the spring of 1964 
Nils Nilsson (then at Stanford Research Institute) gave a special topics course at Berkeley 
on "Learning Machines." The topic was the design of machines (computers) that could 
replicate some functions of human cognition, for example reading letters of the alphabet. 
That area seemed to offer the right mixture of theory and applications and I was hooked!  

However, given the academic realities I could not jump right in, so several years of 
“transition” followed. After I received my Ph. D. in June of 1964 I stayed for two months at 
Berkeley writing papers from my dissertation before going to my next job, as a Research 
Associate at Princeton University in New Jersey. Because I was on a Fulbright visa I could 
not be appointed to a tenure track faculty position. For the same reason I had only one 
other offer from an American institution, Northwestern University near Chicago. At first I 
had thought of accepting the Northwestern offer and my thesis adviser, Eli Jury, was also in 
favor of that. But Professor Lofti Zadeh convinced me that Princeton would be a much better 
place for me. I had also offers from several Canadian Universities but I preferred to try my 
luck in the United States. I should also mention that a professor from Athens had visited 
Berkeley and tried to convince some of the Greek students there to go back to Greece. 
When we asked him what kind of positions he was offering he replied. “Don’t worry; once 
you get there we will arrange something” (Θα σας βολεψουµε). His arrogance was galling! 

I left Berkeley in early August 1964 and started a month long trip on the Greyhound bus. To 
save money, I often slept on the bus during the night while crossing less interesting parts of 
the country. I took the northern route, visiting Crater Lake in Oregon, the Glacier National 
Park, Yellowstone, Niagara Falls and several cities. One of my stops was at Billings, Montana 
where I saw a rodeo. 

 
 

 

PRINCETON 

I arrived at Princeton in early September to do research on applications of control theory to 
biology. From my experience at Berkeley, I knew that it was essential to find a biologist who 
would welcome the collaboration of an engineer. I was truly fortunate to meet Professor 
Colin S. Pittendrigh who was looking for a person with a mathematical background to help 
interpret the experimental results in his laboratory. 

Pittendrigh was a highly regarded biologist who was originally from Scotland. While serving 
with the British army in WW-II he had made a major discovery related to the mosquitoes 
that transmit malaria. By the time he arrived at Columbia University to do his Ph.D. he had 
already enough material for his thesis. 
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His research at Princeton focused on Circadian Rhythms, the biological mechanism that 
underlies the regulation of sleep and many other functions of our body. At that time, the 
prevailing view was that the light-dark cycle controlled such activities but Pittendrigh and a 
few others had the view that there was an innate biological oscillator and the role of the 
light-dark cycle was only to control the phase of that oscillator. The new hypothesis was 
supported by the presence of periodic activity in constant illumination conditions. But there 
were objections to such an explanation. Some people claimed that persistence of the 
periodic activity in the absence of light cycles might be due to variations in the earth’s 
magnetic field and that a 24 hour cycle was unlikely to occur in a biological system because 
the time constants of biochemical reactions were no more than a few minutes. 

As an engineer, I could easily see the weakness of such objections. Oscillations are 
ubiquitous in dynamical systems and the usual technical challenge is to suppress them 
rather than create them (remember the steam turbine with the oscillating speed?). 
Therefore oscillations were likely to be present in biochemical system and if they had 
adaptive significance they were bound to be selected. The objection about the time 
constants was particularly easy to dismiss: the eigenvalues of a matrix can be of different 
order of magnitude than its elements. Therefore I rigged up a system of coupled oscillators 
where the assemble exhibited oscillations at much lower frequency than that of the 
individual units. The result was a paper published in the Journal of Theoretical Biology that 
earned a lot of citations [1969:1]. Proponents of circadian rhythms could dismiss the 
objections based on the short time constants by citing my paper. This case provides an 
example of the value of inter-disciplinary research. A problem that appears formidable in 
one discipline may be quite simple in another. 

Later I will describe other work I did with Pittendrigh and his Lab but I will talk first of 
another benefit. NASA and the Air Force were very much interested in circadian rhythms 
and my research in that field was of importance to the national interest of the United 
States. Therefore, the requirement imposed by the Fulbright program to leave the country 
for two years was waived and I was able to apply immediately for an immigrant visa. That 
in turn resulted in my getting a tenure track faculty appointment as an assistant professor 
of Electrical Engineering at Princeton. 

Now I had the opportunity to set aside time to start exploring the field of Pattern 
Recognition that I had been introduced to by Nils Nilsson at Berkeley. But academic realities 
conspired against that. The new chairman of the Electrical Engineering department, Mac Van 
Valkenburg, had convened a meeting of the assistant professors and told us that if we 
wanted to get tenure we would have to publish papers in “reputable” journals such as the 
IEEE Transactions on Control Theory. Papers in inter-disciplinary journals did not count for 
much, no matter how many times they were cited. So I had to publish quickly some papers 
in Control Theory. 

By that time, I had realized what it takes to get a paper published quickly: make a small 
improvement on other people’s work. This will result in several favorable reviews because 
people like to see their own work cited. The improvements have to be small, otherwise the 
reviewers may resent that they missed the opportunity to make a bigger contribution 
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themselves. I applied this strategy and I quickly produced three Control Theory papers that 
breezed through the review process and were accepted for publication in journals that had a 
high standing with my department chairman. Needless to say these papers had very few 
citations. This story also explains why most published papers are never read and why there 
are jokes about “write-only” journals. I am not the only one who has figured out how to 
publish papers quickly. 

By the middle of 1966 I was finished with Control Theory (my last paper on that topic 
appeared in print in 1967). Therefore I was free to pursue my interest in Pattern 
Recognition, in parallel with my work with biologists. I did not want to stop work on 
biological models because I enjoyed the interaction with Colin Pittendrigh and his students. 
Looking at my publication list I see two papers on biological clocks published in 1967, and 
three in each of the years 1968 and 1969. Unfortunately, I did not keep a diary, so I have 
to reconstruct the events by looking at the titles of the papers. 

In one of the papers I had shown that a mathematical model could simulate most of the 
experimental data collected on circadian rhythm where one of the state variables would be 
driven towards zero by exposure to light. At first, I thought the result disappointing because 
all the experiments could be explained so simply. But the biologists thought otherwise. A 
mechanism that relied on some chemical being depleted by light made a lot of sense and 
confirmed the hypothesis of an internal clock. (Remember, at that time the existence of an 
internal clock was disputed by some people.) 

I recall being one of four people invited to give a presentation at a symposium on 
Mathematical Problems in Biology in conjunction with the major AAAS conference in 
Washington, DC. It was late in December of 1966, I think. The American Mathematical 
Society published the contributions in a small volume in 1968 [1968:3]. 

Even though eventually I moved away from research with biologists, that experience proved 
useful in another way. It helped me to develop skills in dealing with problems that were not 
well formulated mathematically and to communicate with people who had a lot of expertise 
in areas that did not include mathematics. That turned out to be useful in industrial 
consulting to which I devoted significant time later in my career. I recalled my old professor 
Peter Kriezis telling me that there were two endeavors in the sciences. To solve 
mathematical problems or to formulate physical problems in terms of mathematics. Clearly, 
my strength was in the second area. 

I believe that a reason for having a successful career has been the realization of my 
strengths and weakness and my ability to focus on things I do well keeping professional 
distractions to a minimum. 
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FAMILY, TENURE, AND BUYING A HOUSE 

On April 7, 1966 I was married to Marion Mehrman whom I had met about six months 
earlier, in New York City on Friday, October 8, 1965. I joked later to our children that each 
one of us had gone that night in the City “looking for trouble” and we found each other. It 
was love at first sight and we are still going strong more than 45 years later. Marion was 
teaching elementary school in Mountainside, New Jersey and for the rest of the school year 
I moved to her apartment in Linden. In the summer we took one month traveling to Europe 
and Israel, and then spent one month in Greece. The story of this trip is told in Chapter 16. 
When we came back we moved into the Hibben Apartments at Princeton, part of housing for 
junior faculty at the University. We had a two level apartment at the seventh floor 
overlooking the Lake Carnegie.  

When the Fall 1967 term started, I was well settled. I had a wife whom I loved and a career 
that I was enjoying. Of course life has its ups and downs and there would be trying times 
ahead but the baseline was high. It had been five years since I had arrived in the United 
States, uncertain about whether I could succeed, whether I could adapt to a new lifestyle, 
and not sure about what kind of work I wanted to do. 

Our first child, Paul, was born on May 20, 1967 at the Princeton Hospital and my mother 
came to visit us right after he was born. Paul was her second grandchild; my brother's 
daughter, Maria, had been born a month earlier. My mother spent the summer with us and 
she knew enough English to communicate with Marion, and the two of them, plus baby Paul, 
made the rounds of the area. 

The end of 1967 also saw my being recommended for tenure. My department based that 
recommendation primarily on my record of publications in Control Theory and my having 
received a grant from the National Science Foundation (for research on mathematical 
models of Circadian Rhythms). I do not think they put that much weight on my papers that 
were related to Biology. Ironically, the opposite happened when my tenure file went through 
the University committee. In Ivy League schools Engineering was not held in very high 
regard but Biology was an important discipline and the fact that a very senior biologist 
valued my work counted a lot. 

Still there was a problem. Even though I had arrived at Princeton in the Fall of 1964 I had 
been appointed to a tenure track position only in the Spring of 1966 so by July 1968 I would 
have had only two and a half years as an assistant professor rather than the minimum 
three. My supporters argued that the University should count my service since the start of 
the fall of 1964 because it was visa issues rather than lack of qualifications that had kept 
me off the tenure track. I am not sure if that argument carried the day or the prospect that 
I might leave Princeton if I was not promoted (I had job interviews at a couple of 
prestigious places). Probably both factors entered into play and I was promoted to Associate 
Professor, effective July 1, 1968. 

The promotion made me eligible for a low interest University mortgage and Marion and I 
started house hunting. There was some urgency in the matter because Marion was pregnant 
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with our second child and our apartment would have been too small for two children. In May 
of 1968 we bought our first house, in Lawrence Township that covered the area between 
Princeton and Trenton. It was barely a quarter hour's drive to my office and houses there 
were more reasonably priced than in Princeton proper. Our daughter Karen was born on July 
16 and she added to our joy. Marion had quit her job as a school teacher when we moved to 
Princeton and she was a full time mother. This let me concentrate on work that was indeed 
piling up. I owe a lot of my success to Marion who took upon herself the bulk of caring for 
the family. 

 

 
FAMILY AND PROFESSIONAL LIFE 1969-1972 

A memorable event was a trip to Miami Beach in December 1969. I was invited to give a 
talk at small conference and because of the location and the time I accepted the invitation 
eagerly. Marion and I decided to make it a family trip and we had a great time. 

A benefit of going to conferences is establishing professional contacts and making friends 
amongst people working on similar problems, as I did. One of my good friends was King-sun 
Fu of Purdue University. He had also started in Control Theory but he had moved to Pattern 
Recognition well before I did. We had been introduced originally by an old Greek friend of 
mine, George Saridis, who was also on the Purdue faculty. 
 
George was a couple of years ahead of me in the Technical University of Athens. I had met 
him in my fourth year there while he was an instructor in Electrical Machinery. We had kept 
in touch since then, including the period when we both served in the Greek Army. George 
had been married before he came in the United States but his wife divorced him because 
she could not get used to living in the United States. Sadly, George did not re-marry until 
about twenty years later and he never had children. 
 
The most important event of 1971 was the birth of our son Harry on June 11. In the 
summer of that year we started a family tradition of spending a few weeks on the Jersey 
Shore enjoying the beaches and the ocean. 
 
By this time also it became clear that I had to make some hard choices in my work, 
especially if I was going to devote any time to my family. Once my research in Pattern 
Recognition took off I had to wrap up my research on biological oscillators. Another decision 
that was a bit more difficult had to do with my involvement in academic administration. 
 
The late 1960’s had seen a drop in enrollment in Engineering. The subject did not fit the 
rebellious mood of the era and there was also talk about engineers having hard time to 
finding jobs. Medicine gained in popularity and at one orientation meeting for pre-medical 
students, half of the freshman class showed up. Bob Jahn, the dean of Engineering took 
notice of that phenomenon and established a set of topical programs to attract students 
who did not think Engineering by itself was “cool.” One of these programs was 
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Bioengineering (the formal title was Engineering and the Life Sciences) administered by an 
inter-departmental committee and I was appointed to chair it. 
 
Not too long afterwards, in the fall of 1969, I was appointed director of graduate studies 
(and chair of the graduate committee) for the department of Electrical Engineering. The 
major functions of this position were the recruiting and admission of graduate students as 
well as dealing with graduate students before they found a thesis advisor. Normally, the 
only problems that the director would have to face were students who could not handle the 
Ph.D. program and did not want to exit gracefully. But at Princeton, there was a 
complicating factor. Electrical Engineering is a very broad field and at that time included the 
emerging discipline of Computer Science. As a result there was a great amount of political 
strife about the relative importance of the Computer Science program. 
 
I decided that I preferred doing my own research and supervising students rather than 
dealing with the politics of administration. My term as graduate director was over in 1972 
and I resigned from the chairmanship of the Bioengineering committee in 1973. To some 
people this may seem a strange choice: chairing two committees soon after my promotion 
to tenure had put me in the fast track of becoming department chairman, at Princeton or 
someplace else. By stepping down I had left that track. However, I felt strongly that I had 
not emigrated from Greece just to have a job. I wanted to do something I enjoyed. 
 
Looking back 40 years later I am sure I had made the right decision. I had a successful 
research career that, combined with my ability at practical problem solving, led to extensive 
consulting. Consulting was not only fun but also a major source of income, far more than 
any additional salary I might have made as an academic administrator. The moral of the 
story is that people who choose career paths that they enjoy are often more likely to be 
successful and be better off at the end than if they had chosen a more “lucrative” 
alternative that was less to their liking. 
 
A third choice of those years was to distance myself from Greece. Marion is Jewish and we 
had been married in a civil ceremony. Such marriages were not recognized in Greece until 
1982. In addition, at the time Greece was under a military junta that made a big deal of 
Orthodox Christianity as the official Greek religion. I did not feel safe traveling to Greece 
with my family. Instead I arranged for my mother to spend three to four months with us, 
roughly every other year. That gave my mother far more time with her grandchildren than if 
we had been visiting Greece. In this way I was keeping family ties but no country ties. 
Again, in retrospect that was a wise decision. Who wants to bother with a country that is 
still mired in medieval customs? 

 

 
LEAVING BIOLOGY AND HOLDING ONTO IT 
 
Even though I have made a career in Computer Science my work with biologists in the 
1960’s and early 1970’s has been a major part of my life. I consider Colin Pittendrigh my 
mentor and we kept in touch until the late 1980’s, long after I had stopped being active in 
biological modeling. As a young college professor I faced the dilemma of trying to publish a 
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lot of papers on straightforward topics or concentrate on hard problems that would result in 
only few, but potentially important, papers. I remember a conversation with Pittendrigh 
while we were walking on campus after we left from some event. He emphasized the 
importance of keeping a balance and I took that advice very much at heart. I kept working 
on what I thought were hard and important problems but at the same time I kept an eye 
out for special cases of such problems that were more tractable. 

 
In 1965 Pittendrigh had become the dean of the graduate school at Princeton, but four 
years later he left for a professorship at Stanford University. Later he became director of the 
Hopkins Marine Station at Pacific Grove. The station was part of Stanford University and he 
was given the post because his health could not tolerate the pollution of Palo Alto. He used 
to joke about “marine” fruit flies since these insects were the subjects for many experiments 
on circadian rhythms (as well as many other areas in biology). In the summer of 1977 he 
organized a conference at Asilomar and I took part in it. Again I combined professional 
travel with vacation and my family came with me. When, a year later, I took a sabbatical at 
Berkeley Pittendrigh arranged for me to spend six weeks at his lab in the summer of 1979. 
So once again I spent time on mathematical models of biological rhythms. My oldest son 
Paul who was 12 at that time also got a job in the lab. 
 
An alumnus of Stanford who was a supporter of the Hopkins Station had a house at Carmel 
and he had made it available to summer visitors at Pittendrigh’s lab while he and his wife 
were traveling in Europe. It was a mutually beneficial arrangement: visitors at the lab had 
free housing and the owners had responsible house sitters. All of us had a great time at 
Carmel, including our dog Princess. The picture below was taken at Pittendrigh’s house. I 
visited him several times in the 1980’s but after he retired from Stanford and moved to 
Montana (he loved the Rocky Mountains) we lost contact. He passed away in 1996. The 
Stanford memorial notice (http://news.stanford.edu/pr/96/960325pittendrig.html) provides 
a short summary of his life and career. 
 
Pittendrigh was not only a great scientist; he was also a great person who understood 
human life in all its manifestations. That is why I found talking to him so enjoyable and I 
appreciate that such a great man found my company interesting. 
 
While research on circadian rhythms continued at Princeton it was not the same without 
Pittendrigh and that made my decision to leave the area even easier. However Biology 
would not let me go. Academic Press had asked me to write a book on biological clocks and 
I obliged by producing a monograph Biological Oscillators: Their Mathematical Analysis that 
Academic Press published in 1973. That helped me receive a grant from the National 
Institutes of Health for research on Circadian Rhythms. The funding allowed me to hire a 
postdoctoral fellow, Jeff Aldridge, who had both M.D. and Ph.D. degrees from the University 
of Pennsylvania. 
 
It turned out that doing research on circadian rhythms was hard because it would require 
animal facilities. While at Penn, Aldridge had worked on certain biochemical oscillations in 
the metabolism of yeast cells and that organism had an important logistic advantage: yeast 
cultures can live happily in a refrigerator in the engineering building. So it was yeast! It 
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would take me too long to describe the particular biochemical reactions that exhibited 
oscillations and, frankly, after all these years my memory is rusty. If you are curious you 
can go the US National Library of Medicine web site http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed 
and type in the search box the phrase “glycolytic oscillation yeast.” Research in the topic is 
still going strong, more than 30 years later. 
 
By that time I was heavily involved in Pattern Recognition, so Aldridge had a free hand in 
his research. It was also becoming increasingly clear to me that mathematical analysis had 
its limits in helping understand most biological phenomena. Oscillations are ubiquitous in 
dynamical systems and while this may have seemed surprising to biologists it was basic 
knowledge from an analytical point of view. Observing the oscillatory response of a 
biological system provides little information about the underlying mechanism.  
 
The truth is that biological systems are extremely complex compared to man-built systems 
and while it is helpful for biologists to have some understanding of dynamics, progress can 
be made only by scientists who are well versed in the Life Sciences. 
 
Not too surprisingly the only publication that came out from that research was a letter to 
the editor of Nature commenting on the deficiencies of a paper that claimed that biological 
clocks had a un-clocklike behavior. The title of our critique was "Clocklike Behavior of 
Biological Clocks" [1976:2]. That story came to mind a few years ago when a study by John 
Ioannidis was published, titled “Why Most Published Research Findings are False”. (See 
http://www.plosmedicine.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pmed.0020124.) One of the 
points made in that article was that scientific journals (such as Nature, one of the most 
prestigious) are eager to make news and have an inherent bias in favor of controversial 
findings. My only experience with Nature seems to confirm Ioannidis’ observation. Raising 
doubts about biological clocks was certainly sensational and the editors might have ignored 
any misgivings raised by reviewers. Aldridge left to commence his medical residency at a 
Boston hospital and I let him have the needed equipment to continue the research he had 
started at Princeton. Sadly, a few years later I told that he had passed away and the cause 
of his death was given as “natural causes.” 

 
While I left the Life Sciences, there is a continuing family involvement in that field. Paul 
majored in Biology at Cornell and then completed a Ph.D. in Neuroscience at Berkeley. 
Eventually he moved to Bioinformatics, an area that combines mathematical techniques and 
Biology. He certainly did it the right way by starting from Biology. He recently told me a 
funny story. He was in a conference and somebody approached his co-author and asked: 
“Pavlidis? He must be very old by now.” 
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Chapter 7 

 

* TECHNOLOGY 1967-80 

 

 

Note: This chapter covers my technical work in Pattern Recognition and Image Analysis at Princeton. 
Readers who are not interested in technology may wish to skip this chapter. However, they might still 
want to read the first section because it includes a fair amount of personal thoughts. 
 

BEGINNINGS 

 
By 1967 I had started my own research in Pattern Recognition, 
the subject that had caught my attention and enthusiasm in my 
last semester at Berkeley. Roughly speaking, Pattern 
Recognition attempts to find order in data in the same way that 
a human might do. For example, a person will recognize the 
letter A formed by the dark blobs shown on the right and we 
would like to have a machine do the same. Pattern Recognition 
is not limited to visual data; it also deals with acoustical and 
medical signals, among others, but visual data present the 
greatest challenge. That particular area is usually referred to as Image Analysis or Machine 
Vision. 

I had my first publication in Pattern Recognition in 1968 [1968:3]. I was interested in the 
problem of shape perception and in particular in recognizing images of letters. I had 
obtained a tape with scanned images of letters from the IBM Research Laboratories and I 
tried to develop a method for finding the parts of the letters that would allow a program to 
produce human-line descriptions. (For example, an H would be described as two vertical 
lines with a horizontal line across them.) That problem turned out to be much harder than I 
(or anyone else) had imagined and kept me busy for the next 40 years. 

You may ask why I chose to venture into a new field since I had already established myself 
in the area of models for biological clocks. This is a hard question to answer. 

Clearly, I was intrigued by the prospect of having machines replicate human cognitive tasks. 
But I think there was also a deeper reason that had to do with my upbringing from hearing 
all the stories of the “lost fatherlands” and my own experience of war and poverty. I wanted 
to be in a field that society would consider essential rather than just desirable. In simple 
terms, I perceived that pure science did not offer as secure a career as engineering did. 
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The point was brought home quickly when in the summer of 1968 I was offered a consulting 
position at Frankford Arsenal. This was an army base in northern Philadelphia dating back to 
World War I and it included a laboratory that tried to solve technical problems directly 
connected with the then raging Vietnam War. They paid me at my University salary with a 
premium added so the arrangement was quite attractive financially. In May 1968 finances 
were important since we had just bought a house and expected an addition to our family in 
a couple of months. 

While the original motivation to accept the Frankford Arsenal position was financial, I found 
out that it was a very positive experience and I enjoyed working there. In contrast to the 
University, the Army Laboratory had the latest computing equipment. At the University we 
had one main computer to which we would submit "jobs" in decks of punched cards. In the 
Army Lab we had a dedicate computer (a PDP-8) that I could literally lay my hands on. The 
main challenges at hand had to do with the analysis of acoustical signals and I will write 
about that work later. 

At this point I may address the so-called "moral" issue. Did it not bother me to help the 
army in its conduct of the Vietnam War? It did not because I made and still make a 
distinction between supporting the American army and being in favor of a particular 
campaign. In 1944 I was glad that there was a strong American army (and a strong Russian 
army, and a strong British army) to defeat Hitler's troops. I am not a pacifist and I like to 
see a strong American military force. On the other hand I believe such a force should not be 
misused or wasted on campaigns of questionable value for the welfare or the moral 
obligations of our country. I can support that belief by voting and contributing to the 
campaigns of political forces that share my views about the value of a particular campaign. 

Let me also consider the view that technologists should always be concerned with the 
"ethical" consequences of their work. Unfortunately, it is hard to predict all the potential 
uses of technology or even define what is ethical. When our ancestors left their cave 
dwellings and started building houses they also started despoiling the natural environment. 
The invention of fire allowed our ancestors to keep warm and to cook food but it also 
allowed them to burn forests and destroy the habitat of other species. Ultimately, it is the 
users of technology who must exercise moral judgment. 

I found it quite ironic that the anti-technology movement in the United States came from 
the left end of the political spectrum while in Greece it came from the right end, and that 
both used the same kind of arguments. I suspect the reason lies in that the Greek 
conservative establishment viewed industrialization as a threat. (Unfortunately that attitude 
has led to the problems Greece faces now.) Another part of my Greek experience that 
weighted in was the fact that during the Greek civil war of 1943-49 the "left" had committed 
atrocities that matched or even exceeded those of the "right". Human cruelty is not the 
monopoly of any part of the political spectrum. 

Finally, even if I had stayed in biology I would have eventually to face protests from animal 
rights activists. It seems that some people are so disturbed by the process of discovery that 
will find any excuse to attack science. Not surprisingly, they come from both of the political 
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extremes. I suppose the problems with progress started over five million years ago when 
our simian ancestors who lived on the trees subsisting on nuts and fruits decided to come 
down and start walking.  

 

 

HOW I GOT INTO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
 
Once my son Paul heard me making the statement that, if necessary, I do my own 
computer programming. He could not see what the big deal was and he added that, when 
necessary, most professors do their own programming. Clearly, there was a generational 
gap at issue because most academics in my age group stay clear of programming. I had to 
go down memory lane to explain this generational difference and it took me to the time I 
spent at Frankford Arsenal in the summers of 1968 and 1969. 
 
In those days computer programming at a University was quite cumbersome. It was not 
only because of programming language limitations or the lack of debugging tools but also 
because of the media involved, namely punched cards. A person would have to punch the 
program on a deck of cards, then submit them to an operator; then wait for several hours, 
if not until the next day, to receive a printed output. Because there was only one machine 
on campus one would have to take a long walk to the computer center. At some point 
“remote job entry” (RJE) facilities came into existence that consisted of punch card readers 
and printers communicating with the campus computer over phone lines. Because there 
were too few of them, program development still had to be done away from a researcher’s 
office or laboratory. (At Princeton there was only one RJE for the whole Engineering 
building) 
 
Under such conditions there was no way that faculty could write their own programs. 
Instead we hired “programmers” to whom we had to describe the task in great detail (via 
flowcharts for example) and then have them punch the cards and bring back the output. As 
a result programming developed a bad reputation in academia; it was something only low-
level people did. 
 
However, at Frankford Arsenal we had a dedicated computer (a DEC PDP-8), where a 
person could type programs directly and a few seconds later see the output on a video 
screen. Programming did not involve trips across campus or waiting for hours to receive 
output. Still, I would not have tried my hand in programming if it were not for a specific 
technical challenge. 
 
Most of the problems I worked on at Frankford Arsenal dealt with sound analysis. One of 
them was the detection of cracks in metallic or ceramic objects. A trained human can tell if 
there are any cracks by listening to the sound produced after tapping the object with a 
hammer. My task was to figure out a way to do that by computer. After studying the 
problem, I concluded that we could detect cracks by computing the damping of the sound 
on a certain frequency band. That required the computation of a Fourier Transform. 
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The software library that came with the PDP-8 implemented the naive method for evaluating 
the Fourier Transform and it took several seconds to compute the result. I estimated that 
for the specific parameters we used, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) would be about 100 
times faster than the naïve implementation. I tried to explain the FFT to the programmers 
of Frankford Arsenal but their mathematical background was too weak for understanding it. 
Therefore, I set out to learn the programming language of the PDP-8 and implement the 
method myself. After I learned the language I was able to complete the task within a week. 
The result was that the time for the sound analysis went down from several seconds to a 
small fraction of a second. This impressed the people who had hired me. Now they could do 
“real time” demonstrations to their higher ups. 
 
This was a powerful lesson. First, it showed the importance of the mathematical analysis of 
algorithms. Mathematical results were not just intellectually elegant; they could also have 
important practical impact.  Second, it showed that programming was not a low level skill. 
Given direct access to a machine, one could go quickly from concepts in one’s mind to code. 
This removed the need for flowcharts and having to deal with people who did not 
understand what the program was supposed to do but were needed for walking across 
campus to the keypunch room of the Computer Center. 
 
It took a few years, but technology advanced sufficiently and costs went down so it was 
possible to have a modern computing environment at a University. Our department at 
Princeton installed a PDP-11/45 machine running the Unix operating system that had come 
into existence around 1970. Unix provided several tools that made programming easier. 
Another technological advance was the development of modestly priced video terminals. In 
1979 I was the first faculty member at Princeton to have such a terminal in my office. I 
have been writing programs of my own ever since. I have supervised many students and 
staff but I would discuss with them or instruct them only on the overall problem without 
dealing with implementation issues. They would then write and debug their own programs. 
If I have to explain in detail to someone how to write a particular program, it is easier to do 
the job myself. Of course, programming now is even easier than it was in the late 1970s. 
 
The generation of scientists who went into graduate school after 1980 (and certainly after 
1990) had access to modern programming facilities and all of them learned how to program. 
On the other hand, many of my contemporaries stayed away from programming, not 
realizing that what may have been onerous in 1970 became a “breeze” within a few years. 
They would ask me 30 years later why a senior professor would do such a “lowly” work. I 
would give them the glib answer that professors of surgery perform themselves surgery no 
matter how senior they are. My late friend Jean-Claude Simon of the University of Paris told 
me that he quoted my statement to those who questioned him for doing his own 
programming. 
 
I took the idea of the analogy to surgery from the book The Mythical Man-Month by Fred 
Brooks. He uses the composition of a surgical team as a model for the composition of a 
software development team. The key point of that book was that writing programs is an 
intellectual challenging task that cannot be delegated to “armies of programmers”. 
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For me, the main value of being able to do my own programming (once I had a terminal in 
my office) was the ability to test ideas quickly. By running simple tests of a method I could 
decide whether it was promising so that I could assign it as a project to a student.  
 

 

STRUCTURAL PATTERN RECOGNITION 

By 1969, my Pattern Recognition Research was taking-off. I had a grant from the National 
Science Foundation plus an Army contract and two Ph.D. students working on their 
dissertations. In 1971 I had three publications in that field and two in biological clock 
models and in 1972 I had seven publications, all in Pattern Recognition, and so by the 
1971-1972 period my transition into the new area was complete. 

My first doctoral student was John Mylopoulos who in 1970 completed a thesis titled, “On 
the Recognition and Definition of Patterns in Discrete Spaces.”  His work led to two papers in 
the prestigious Journal of ACM [1971:1, 1971:2]. In 1970 John joined the faculty of the 
University of Toronto where he stayed until his retirement in 2009. I was invited to his 
retirement ceremony but for reasons of health I could not attend. 
 
My second doctoral student was G. S. Fang whose thesis, completed in 1971, and was titled 
“Statistical Techniques for Waveform Analysis and Discrimination.” The work had been 
motivated by a practical problem, the analysis of engine noise that Frankford Arsenal had 
been interested in. It was a good demonstration of the use of theory to solve a real word 
engineering problem and we published a paper in the prestigious journal IEEE Transactions 
on Information Theory [1972:3]. (I do not know whether this type of technology has been 
used because at the end of the Vietnam War Frankford Arsenal was closed.) After G.S. 
completed his dissertation, he joined the Bell Labs at Holmdel. 
 
My third doctoral student was Frank H. Y. Feng and he was the first one to pursue a thesis 
on a topic within the framework of my own philosophy about Pattern Recognition research. 
This is probably the right place to describe my core motivation for the research I have been 
pursuing.  
 
While I had stopped work related to Biology, my experience in that field had an important 
impact in my Pattern Recognition research. Since the invention of the modern digital 
computer during World War II it has been customary to make parallels between these 
machines and human brains. That has led to research in developing algorithms that 
encapsulate the human perceptual and mental processes, a technology called General 
Artificial Intelligence. Several people have criticized this approach because it lacked 
scientific rigor. Based on my knowledge of biology I had a more fundamental objection. The 
human (or even animal) brain is a far more complex mechanism than a digital computer. 
We know too little of the organization of the brain to even dream of building a machine 
replicating it. The only advantage of digital computers over animal brains is their speed. A 
switching element (the basic unit of a computer) is at least a million times faster than a 
neuron (the basic unit of a brain) so computers can do simple things very fast. 
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This realization has the consequence that if we are going to create programs that replicate 
human cognition we must do so by addressing specific problems in engineering terms. (This 
approach is usually called Narrow Artificial Intelligence.) In January 1971 I was invited to 
present a paper at the Frontiers of Pattern Recognition conference in Hawaii organized by 
Michael Watanabe. The invitation offered the opportunity to be original because I did not 
have to worry about satisfying reviewers. The title of my paper was “Structural Pattern 
Recognition: Primitives and Juxtaposition Relations” [1972:1] and it was an attempt to 
create an engineering model for shape recognition. 
 
At that time (and even today) it was popular to attempt classification of pictures by 
identifying the characteristics of small regions in them and mapping each one into a 
number, called a feature. A collection of such features can be expressed as a point in a high 
dimensional space and there are well developed statistical methodologies to partition that 
space into regions that each corresponds to a class of pictures. This is called Statistical 
Pattern Recognition. I felt that picking up the right features was more important for the 
success of the classification than any improvements in the statistical classification 
techniques. In that paper I went a step further arguing that graphs offered better 
possibilities for classification than a collection of a numbers. Over the years Structural 
Pattern Recognition has come to be identified with graph-based methodologies although my 
original intention was broader. I was objecting to the popular approach of describing objects 
(for example images of letters of the alphabet) by sets of numbers and then relying on 
statistical methods to classify them. 
 
Structural Pattern Recognition seemed the natural way for producing descriptions for 
Syntactic Pattern Recognition, a methodology that had been suggested by several people 
over the years but that was then receiving serious attention as a result of the work of King-
Sun Fu. One could use Structural Pattern Recognition as a mechanism for generating 
features for Syntactic Pattern Recognition. 
 
Frank H. Y. Feng pursued this approach by building a system that could go from gray scale 
images to shape descriptions. An example of the methodology (for the case of letters) is 
shown in Figure 5* [1975:1]. The area of the letter H is broken into seven parts: four 
corresponding to the serifs, two to the vertical strokes and one to the horizontal stroke. The 
output of the decomposition process is a labeled graph. On the basis of that graph one could 
construct a description of the letter H: “H consists of two vertical components b1 and b2 
and a horizontal component c and, optionally, four serif components (a1, a2, a3, and a4).” 
This definition could be supplemented by descriptions of the connectivity expressed by the 
graph. It turned that there were many practical difficulties for such an approach and I will 
discuss them later. 
 
I prefer to think of Structural Pattern Recognition as a philosophy rather as a specific 
methodology and for that reason I used it as the title for my book on Pattern Recognition. 
That was published by Springer-Verlag in 1977. The book had a second printing in 1980 and 

                                       
* All numbered figures are in the “Illustrations of the Narrative” part. 
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a Chinese translation appeared in 1981 (see Figure 6). According to Google Scholar, the 
English version had over 1100 citations by January 2012. 
 

BROADER RESEARCH 
 
While my initial focus was on shape description, very quickly I branched in other areas of 
Pattern Recognition, especially the process of finding objects of interest in an image. I 
wanted to develop a complete system, from an input image all the way to the final 
description of its contents. 
 
My fourth doctoral student was Steve Tanimoto who in 1975 completed a seminal thesis on 
data structures for image analysis titled “Hierarchical Approaches to Picture Processing.”  
The main publication [1975:2] resulting from his thesis  has had over 400 citations. Since 
1976 has been on the faculty of the University of Washington in Seattle. We have kept in 
touch throughout the years and in 1986 he succeeded me as editor in chief of the IEEE 
Transactions on PAMI. (I discuss my editorship of PAMI in Chapter 9.) Some of the other 
doctoral students who followed the four I have mentioned worked on topics of their own 
choice without impacting directly my main project. For that I relied on undergraduate 
research assistants. Such people were very bright but had very little technical experience so 
they were not “set in their ways.” Given the challenges of computer programming in those 
days that I described earlier in this chapter, undergraduates were ideal for helping me 
implement new ideas. 
 

The first such research assistant was Stephen Horowitz and he was introduced to me by Ken 
Steiglitz. Stephen was very bright but he was not doing well his freshman year. Apparently, 
he was not motivated by the course work and Ken thought that a research project might 
show him a more attractive side of college education. Stephen started working on curve 
segmentation algorithms. He contributed so much that I listed him as co-author in a paper 
[1974:1].  
 
The next project was image segmentation and we developed the split-and-merge algorithm. 
This required an intricate implementation, so Stephen’s contribution was truly valuable. I 
suspect the difficulty of implementation is the main reason that people prefer pure split or 
pure merge algorithms for image segmentation. (My own understanding of human vision 
suggests that the split-and-merge process is a better model for it.) Stephen was the first 
author of the two papers we wrote on the subject. He also wrote a paper on his own on 
electrocardiogram analysis. He graduated in 1974 at the top of his class and we traveled to 
Copenhagen where he presented the first paper on the split-and-merge method at the 
Second International Joint Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR) [1974:2]. The full 
description of the method was published in the prestigious Journal of the ACM [1976:1]. 
Following Princeton, Stephen went to the University of California at Berkeley for graduate 
work. 
 
Stephen and I have kept in touch and I had made a point to visit him anytime I was in the 
Bay Area. We continue to communicate via e-mail. 
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Another undergraduate research assistant was Farhat Ali who also started working for me 
after his freshman year. He helped me with my shape analysis work and, in particular, the 
use of syntactic methodologies for describing the shape of letters. That was another 
intricate algorithm that required careful implementation. We published several papers and 
one of them was the first paper published in the inaugural issue of the IEEE Transactions on 
PAMI [1979:1]. Farhat graduated at the top of his class at Princeton and went on to study 
for an MBA at Harvard but I have lost contact with him since then. He was originally from 
Pakistan and he may have returned there. He was a very nice person, very thoughtful and 
gentle and he comes often to mind as a counterexample to the Muslim stereotypes that 
some of our politicians and journalists air these days. 
 
I had three more doctoral students at Princeton: Patrick Chen extended the split-and-merge 
method to segmentation by texture. When I was on sabbatical at Berkeley (1978-79) 
Patrick and his wife Alice came there too so that he could continue his thesis work 
uninterrupted. In 1980 he joined the Exxon Production Research Laboratories in Houston, 
applying pattern recognition techniques to geophysical exploration. 
 
Carolyn Bjorklund applied syntactic methodologies to shape analysis and in 1979 she joined 
the Lockheed Research Laboratories in Palo Alto California. Her organization sponsored a 
research project in my laboratory after I moved to Stony Brook in 1986. 
 
Robin Chang came from a Chinese family in Indonesia and completed a thesis on fuzzy 
decision trees. 
 
My Pattern Recognition research was supported by the National Science Foundation through 
a program that was first directed by Norman Caplan and then by Howard Moraff. NSF 
provided not only stipends for students and faculty summer salaries but I was also the 
recipient of an equipment grant. 
 
During my 1978-79 sabbatical at Berkeley I worked with David Sakrison on the use of 
pattern recognition to help image compression. Pictures occupy far more computer memory 
space than text with comparable content. The statement that “a picture is worth 1000 
words” is a gross undercount. The problem turned out to be quite hard but we did produce a 
paper [1979:3]. We thought of continuing our collaboration after I returned to Princeton 
but, sadly, cancer claimed David’s life. 
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THE PROFESSION AT LARGE 
 
The 1970’s were a time of broader developments in the field. The first International Joint 
Conference on Pattern Recognition (IJCPR) took place in Washington, DC in 1973 with King-
Sun Fu as its general chair. It was followed the next year by the second IJCPR in Lyngby, 
near Copenhagen, Denmark. From then on this conference took place every two years and 
in 1980 its name was changed to International Conference on Pattern Recognition. I was 
appointed the general chair of that conference and it took place in Miami, Florida. 
 
The International Association for Pattern Recognition (IAPR) was founded officially in 1975 
but its formation had been in the works during the first few IJCPRs. Herb Freeman and King-
Sun Fu, among several others, were instrumental in this process. The history of IAPR can be 
found in http://www.iapr.org/docs/IAPR-History.pdf. The fourth IJCPR took place in Kyoto, 
Japan in 1978 and this time I had plenty of opportunity to explore that beautiful city. 
Because I had been appointed general chair of the next IAPR conference I was also made a 
member of the executive committee of the IAPR. 
 
Another conference that came into existence in those years was the Pattern Recognition and 
Image Processing conference (PRIP) that was held annually in the United States. PRIP 
eventually became CVPR (Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition conference). For a 
couple of years it was held in conjunction with SIGGRAPH, the ACM conference on Computer 
Graphics. SIGGRAPH had started humbly with a few hundred attendees in 1974 and, if I 
recall correctly, they pursued the connection with PRIP to boost their attendance. However, 
very soon SIGGRAPH went into a phenomenal growth. The last time the two conferences 
were held in conjunction was in August 1979 at a hotel in the Chicago O’Hare airport area. 
PRIP had less than 1,000 attendees while SIGGRAPH had about 3,000. It was clear sign that 
the field of Computer Graphics area was taking off while Pattern Recognition was advancing 
only slowly. Two years later, in 1981, I presented a paper [1981:2] in SIGGRAPH that was 
held in Dallas, Texas. SIGGRAPH had close to 15,000 attendees. 
 
While Computer Graphics was experiencing tremendous growth, it did not have a strong 
reputation in the academia. One often heard the comment “People in Graphics do not do 
serious work, they just create beautiful pictures.” That was one more example of academic 
isolationism. For my part I was becoming involved in both fields. 
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Chapter 8 

 

LIFE IN THE 1970’s 
 

 
 
ACADEMIC POLITICS AT PRINCETON 
 

By the mid-seventies I had supervised six Ph.D. students who had completed theses in the 
Pattern Recognition/Image Processing area and I had written a book, Structural Pattern 
Recognition, published in 1977 by Springer-Verlag. I was also consulting for the RCA 
Government Systems Division at Camden, NJ and had brief consulting stints with Exxon (on 
Geophysical Exploration) and the U.S. Army at Fort Monmouth, NJ. (Frankford Arsenal had 
closed with the ending of the Vietnam War.) We had a nice house and my two older children 
had started school, a short walking distance from home. In 1975 I was promoted to full 
professor, so on the surface everything was going great. 
 
However, the department of Electrical Engineering of Princeton University was in turmoil 
with multi-sided political fights. One of the fights involved the status of Computer Science, a 
new discipline that some of the older faculty refused to take seriously. After World War II, 
Electrical Engineering had evolved to include several distinct technical areas that had little 
connection with each other or with the traditional scope of the field. The question was 
whether Computer Science was sufficiently distinct from the other areas to deserve a special 
status. I remember one of the old-timers telling me one day that “Computer Science was a 
fad that was not going to last.” 
 
Mac Van Valkenburg had been chairman of the department since 1966 and he was strongly 
on the side of the old-timers. His attitude rankled Jeff Ullman who was the most prominent 
faculty member in Computer Science. Ullman and I (with a couple of others joining us on 
occasion) spent a great deal of time arguing with the administration against Van 
Valkenburg’s position. Van Valkenburg was also opposed by some of the faculty in Device 
Physics (another branch of Electrical Engineering) but for different reasons. As a result of all 
these complaints, he was replaced by Bruce Arden in 1973. Bruce had been recruited from 
the University of Michigan. At the same time the name of the department was changed to 
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (EECS). 
 
However, the change in chair did not solve the problems of Computer Science because the 
University did not provide adequate resources for the department. For me the major issues 
were the antiquated computing facilities and low salaries. Most universities have higher 
salary scales for the engineering faculty in order to compete with industry but Princeton did 
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not. Because the University had no professional schools (Medicine, Law, or Business) they 
did not have to deal with the issue of different salary scales for different disciplines. I 
resented, as a matter of principle, having to reach into my consulting income for ordinary 
household expenses. To make things worse the “old guard” kept raising issues of conflict of 
interest for the outside consulting of members of the faculty.  
  
I had a sabbatical coming up where Princeton was going to pay half of my salary for a year. 
The University of California at Berkeley (from where I had received my Ph.D.) offered to pay 
the other half of my salary in exchange for teaching some courses and for collaborating in 
the research on image compression that professor David Sakrison was doing. As a result, in 
the summer of 1978 my family and I started our cross-country drive to California. I will 
write about our travel and our time at Berkeley in another section but what is pertinent here 
is that I was quite impressed by the computing facilities they had at Berkeley. At the same 
time great changes were taking place back at Princeton. Ullman became fed up with the 
administration and in the Fall of 1979 he joined Stanford University. A year earlier, the most 
promising assistant professor in Computer Science, Tom Szymanski, had left to join the 
Computer Science Research Center at Bell Laboratories in Murray Hill, NJ (less than an 
hour’s drive from Princeton).  
 
One positive development upon my return was an offer to consult for RCA Sarnoff Labs that 
were located at Princeton. At the same time a graduate student, Henry Baird, who was 
working for the same outfit, asked me to be his research advisor. He seemed to be a very 
bright man and I was happy to take him as a doctoral student. However the “old guard” 
raised the issue of conflict of interest again. It was the proverbial straw that broke the back 
of the camel and it became clear that it was time for me to look for another job. 
 
I interviewed and received offers from several Universities but I decided to accept an offer 
from the Computer Science Research Center of Bell Labs. Bell Labs was responsible for 
many of the inventions that ushered in the computer era and the center I was joining was 
the place that had produced Unix and modern text processing. I started working there in the 
summer of 1980 and, in terms of prestige and salary, it was a step up from Princeton. 
 
Ironically, some people could not understand my choice.  Not surprisingly they included my 
relatives in Greece, a country where the title of professor carries a lot of weight. But they 
also included some of my American friends who were surprised to see me give up a tenured 
professorship. Of course to me tenure meant nothing given the low Princeton salary. One 
person who was not surprised was my old teacher Lofti Zadeh. He told me: “Excellent 
decision, in a few years you can go to a University and demand whatever salary you wish.” 
This was certainly part my motive. When one moves from one University to another the old 
salary is taken into account when the new salary is determined while the old salary is 
forgotten when going to industry. But this was the least important of my reasons because I 
was hoping to stay in Bell Labs until I retired. What attracted me the most to Bell Labs was 
the ultimate freedom to pursue my research without having to write proposals that must 
take into account the prevailing fashion in academic thinking. As I will explain in Chapter 13 
such a freedom led me to new insights about machine vision.  
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When I look back at those years it is clear that I had stayed at Princeton too long and the 
time spent in discussions and arguments with its administration was wasted. (In addition, 
after such arguments I would come home depressed and frustrated and that had a negative 
impact on my family.) We had spent a lot of time and effort to replace a chairman who was 
hostile to Computer Science by one who was friendly to the discipline. Unfortunately, the 
change did not bring the desired results because the new chairman was unable to get the 
needed resources from the University. 
 
At the root of the problem was the fact that Engineering is not held in high regard at Ivy 
League Universities. For example, Princeton is very proud of its department of Economics, 
several of whose faculty have gone on to serve in high government positions. (At the time 
of this writing the chairman of the Federal Reserve, B. S. Bernanke, is a former chairman of 
the department of Economics at Princeton.) Many of the students graduating from Princeton 
end up working in Wall Street. Compared to them, engineers are laborers. 
 
Incidentally, faculty departures in the years leading to 1980 were not limited to Computer 
Science. There were at least two departures of young full professors from each of the 
departments of Chemical and Mechanical Engineering. If I recall correctly, a total of about 
10 out of about 40 full professors of the School of Engineering left around that period. Many 
years later Colin Pittendrigh told me that he had left Princeton in 1969 because he did not 
agree with the policies of the person who was the incoming president of Princeton. It was 
not only Engineering, but also the Life Sciences that were falling out of favor with the new 
administration. 
 
Eventually, Princeton decided that Computer Science was indeed a proper subject for 
gentlemen (and ladies) and they did establish a separate department but by that time the 
people who had left had moved on to better things. 
 
The moral of this story is the need to understand the deep institutional culture and not be 
sidetracked by superficial issues. If some people do a poor job, it might mean that the 
institution wants them to do a poor job. 
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MORE MEMORIES FROM PRINCETON 

 

My Closest Colleague 

 
Ken Steiglitz was the colleague I had most in common with. Ken had started in Digital 
Signal Processing and then he moved into Computer Science. Our technical interests 
certainly overlapped but in addition we share a common approach to research. We were 
inclined to work on what we thought were interesting problems, rather along rigid lines of 
academic discipline. This may not be the best way to advance one’s academic career but it 
is a lot more fun! 
 
We also liked to collaborate with people outside engineering. While I was working with 
biologists, Ken was collaborating with composers on digital music synthesis. When I bought 
a digitizer connected to a TV camera for capturing pictures, Ken offered to host the system 
on the PDP-8 computer of his lab.  
 
Ken’s student Peter Henderson and Steve Tanimoto wrote a program to convert pixel 
intensities to overprinting of letters to produce images such as that shown in Figure 7*. 
Using that program on the output of the TV camera proved a hit with the public. One day 
the School of Engineering held an open house and long lines of people formed to have their 
pictures taken for a digital portrait. At that time (early 1970’s) that technology was used not 
only for fun but for publishing pictures in technical papers. It was only in the late 1970’s 
that digital displays became cheap enough to find wide use in Universities. Then we could 
display a digital picture and take a photograph of the screen. 
 
Ken and I would exchange stories from our earlier days, he from the New York city area and 
I from Athens. One day I told him a Greek joke about how can you tell if a goatherd had 
attended school. When an illiterate goatherd wants to know how many goats there are in his 
flock, he counts their heads. A goatherd that has attended school counts their legs and 
divides the result by four. Someone had asked Ken for help in counting the number of fibers 
in pictures of air samples and my joke gave Ken an idea. We should count the ends of fibers 
(ends are rather easy to find in a picture) and then divide the result by two. That led to a 
published paper [1978:1] and to an eventual press release by NSF. 
 
Ken and I used to play chess after lunch. He is a much better player than I and only rarely 
did I win. But I enjoyed the challenge. Ken and I have stayed in touch and we still 
communicate via e-mail. 
 
 
Undergraduate Student Collaborators 
 

In addition to the two people I mentioned in Chapter 7 there were several other 
undergraduate students who did research projects under my supervision but because I did 
not keep a diary I do not recall most of them. One person I remember is Tom Willemain 
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who wrote a program for a computer to play three-dimensional tic-tac-toe. There was a 
Greek angle in my interest to that game. Three-dimensional tic-tac-toe can be embedded in 
the plane and when I was growing up we had a board with that game at home. It was called 
triodio in Greek! Tom is now on the faculty of RPI and a few years ago he visited me at 
Stony Brook with his son who had been admitted here as an undergraduate. 
 
I remember several other students who were in the classes I taught but I will mention only 
two of them. One was O’Brien (I forget his first name) who was able to break the security 
system of the campus computer. I remember been impressed by his elegant solutions to the 
problems of the examinations I was giving. He graduated at or near the top of his class and 
I recall that some of the faculty wanted to deny him honors because of his “mischief” with 
the computer center. Of course I and several others felt that his deeds with the computer 
center were one more reason to give him honors and, fortunately, we prevailed. 
 
Another memorable student was Eric Schmidt. He had the habit of engaging faculty in 
conversions about the curriculum and he had good ideas that we were interested in hearing. 
I ran into him eight year later when he was vice president for Engineering at Sun 
Microsystems and I was buying Sun workstations for my laboratory at Stony Brook. He went 
on to become CEO of Google. 
 

A Tragic Story 
 
I wrote earlier (in Chapter 6) about the Bioengineering program at Princeton. In order to 
staff the program, the dean of Engineering gave us two new faculty slots, one in Chemical 
and the other in Electrical Engineering. For the latter I recruited a recent PhD, Michael 
Murray, a very charming and ebullient fellow. Michael’s wife was a mathematician and had 
quite a different personality than her husband.  
 
It did not take long for the marriage to fall apart and Michael started having an affair with a 
secretary in the department who, although married, was quite flirtatious. (She even had a 
sign “sexcretary” on her desk.) I thought nothing of it, until he started referring to her as 
his “girlfriend.” I was even more concerned when Michael started talking about buying a 
house so that she could move in with him. It was obvious that Michael was far more serious 
about her than she was about him.  I thought of having a talk about such matters with him, 
but he was over 30 years old and, while I was his senior professionally, I felt that he might 
resent my interference with his personal life. 
 
In the summer of 1977 there was a conference in Asilomar, California (not far from 
Monterey) and we combined it with a family vacation so my wife and three children also 
came with me. One morning I was called to the office to take a phone call from my 
department chairman at Princeton. Immediately I thought this must be bad news but I was 
still not prepared for what he told me. 
 
Michael had hanged himself from a beam in the ceiling of his new house. He had arranged it 
so that when his “girlfriend” came in the morning to give him a ride to campus, she would 
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find his body. I was not told what her reaction was, but the chairman did have her 
transferred out of the department. 
 
I never forgave myself for not having a man-to-man talk with Michael. He might have told 
me off, and even if he had listened he might not have taken my counsel. But there was a 
small chance that I might have changed his mind about that woman and thus saved his life. 

 
 

 

SABBATICAL AT BERKELEY 
 
The Trip West 

 
In August of 1978 we loaded our station wagon with our luggage (including several 
suitcases tied to the roof rack and covered with a tarpaulin) and started our drive West. 
Marion and I had agreed that I would do all the driving while she would sit in the back 
maintaining family order. Paul sat next to me and Karen and Harry sat back with Marion. 
Our dog Princess would usually sit in the back space on top of some luggage. This way none 
of the children would bother her! 
 
We had planned a leisurely pace, no more than 300 miles a day with some days devoted 
entirely to sightseeing. We made reservations at Holiday Inns that soon felt like home away 
from home. Unfortunately, I do not remember much of the trip. 
 
We drove through Pennsylvania and the first memorable stop was Madison, Wisconsin 
where we enjoyed some time by a lake. I recall crossing the Mississippi river to go to 
Minnesota and a sign that said “Next Rest Stop 120 miles” (or something close to that). 
Until then rest stops would come every 20 or 30 miles and that sign brought home that 
things were different west of Mississippi. We drove through South Dakota and reached the 
Badlands National Park. I remember driving in a mountainous road in the Black Hills. The 
road had many hairpin turns and I was quite nervous negotiating them in our overloaded 
station wagons. I had asked for quiet in the car but Paul kept cracking jokes. I guess that 
was his way of dealing with the tough road. 
 
Eventually we reached Mount Rushmore and, after crossing into Wyoming, the Devil’s 
Tower. We went on to the Yellowstone and the Grand Tetons National Parks. From there we 
drove south to Salt Lake City and then turned on west to Nevada. I recall encountering a 
violent sand storm soon after we crossed into that state. From Nevada we crossed into 
California through the Donner Pass (where the picture below was taken) and then, after 
about three weeks on the road we reached Berkeley. 
 

Life at Berkeley 
 

At Berkeley we rented a house at 920 Spruce Street, close to the corner of the very steep 
Marin Avenue. The owners were away on sabbatical so it was a good fit. Stephen Horowitz, 
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my former student from Princeton, was now a graduate student in Electrical Engineering at 
Berkeley and he had found the house for us. The house had a panoramic view of the San 
Francisco Bay and it was also only about one mile from the campus. Paul and Karen had to 
take a bus to school in West Berkeley while Harry was attending second grade at the 
Cragmont School just a block away from our house. 
 
I had teaching duties only for the winter quarter, two courses, one graduate and another 
undergraduate at the senior level. Both courses were on Linear Systems Theory (albeit at 
different levels of mathematical sophistication). Each course had a Teaching Assistant and a 
grader and as a result the teaching load was lighter than it appeared, I was also well 
acquainted with the topic from my days in graduate school. I have discussed my academic 
activities at Berkeley in Chapter 7 so here I focus on the social aspects. 
 
What struck me the most was that there had been a disintegration of family life in the town. 
Families with two parents and children were the exception. Besides ours (and the owners of 
the house we rented), there were only two other such families in the neighborhood, one of 
them a Mormon family with eight children. Parent/Teacher meetings at the schools 
reminded me of social mixers in the International House. The only difference was that now 
people were holding drinks rather than cups of coffee as they were looking around. The 
whole thing struck as a case of arrested development. People had grown older but not 
wiser. 
 
The schools also left much to be desired. Paul was in the sixth grade and his teacher would 
entrust him and another boy to look over the class while he was busy who knows with what. 
Karen was in fifth grade and her teacher was an ardent feminist who spent most of the class 
time railing against male chauvinism. One time there was a school trip and Marion went 
along as chaperone. She had a conversation with Karen’s teacher who declared that she 
“hated” the kids. Marion was shocked. As former fifth grade teacher she was always talked 
how much she loved the kids in her class and she was amazed that someone could be a 
teacher and claim that she hated her students. It was no wonder that most of the faculty of 
the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department lived in the suburbs or sent their 
children to private schools. 
 
Marion and I socialized mostly with faculty from the Department and several of them had 
graciously entertained us in their homes. They included my old doctoral adviser Eli Jury, my 
former teacher Lofti Zadeh, Ted Lewis (who was leading the Bioengineering effort in the 
department), and Tom Everhart (who was a former department chair and went on to 
become president of Caltech). We saw a lot and enjoyed the company of Diogenes 
Angelakos and his wife Helen. 
 
We made frequent trips to San Francisco and we took two longer trips. One was to the Los 
Angeles area where we visited Disneyland and stayed on the Queen Mary in Long Beach. 
The other was to the Yosemite Park. Overall we had a great time and we thought that the 
academic losses of the year for our children were made up by social experience. 
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By pure coincidence my promotion to the IEEE Fellow grade was announced in December 
1978 (I had been nominated a year earlier) while I was at Berkeley. My citation was “for 
contributions to the theory and applications of pattern recognition.” Figure 8* shows the 
cover of the March issue of the local IEEE newsletter. 
 
At the end of the academic year we took a trip to Lake Tahoe and then spent six wonderful 
weeks at Carmel that I have described in the last section of Chapter 6. 
 

The Trip East 

 
This time we took the southern route crossing the Mojave Desert and then going to see the 
Grand Canyon. We continued into New Mexico and then turned up north through Colorado. 
We stopped for a few days in the Chicago area where two conferences were held at a hotel 
near O’Hare airport. While I was attending meetings Marion took the children downtown to 
visit the zoo and museums. After Chicago we crossed into Canada and I recall driving 
through an area that had just been hit by a tornado. Road signs were wrapped around trees 
and utility poles. Eventually we completed our sightseeing with a visit to Niagara Falls. 
Overall, the sabbatical and the trips were great experiences for everyone in the family. 
 

 

                                       
* All numbered figures are in the “Illustrations of the Narrative” part. 
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Chapter 9 

 

BELL LABS (1980-86) 
 

 
THE BEGINNING 
 
The Computer Science Research Center of AT&T Bell Labs (No. 1127 in the organizational 
chart) was arguably the top Computer Science research group in the world. Unix had been 
invented there and its staff included some of the most renowned Computer Scientists. I was 
flattered to receive an offer to join the Center and I started my work there in the summer of 
1980. In many ways it was an ideal job. I had no limits on what research I could do there 
and I did not need to write proposals to fund it. Of course I was expected to do work that 
met the high standards of the place. 

 
My department head, Doug McIlroy, encouraged me to continue my research on Optical 
Character Recognition (OCR). OCR is the key element in any system that must convert the 
printed material of books and periodicals into computer readable form. During that time Ray 
Kurzweil had a company that was selling a “reading machine for the blind” that relied on 
OCR followed by speech synthesis. Bell Labs had tried to use that machine to convert text 
into computer readable form but its performance was far from satisfactory. We knew that, 
in spite of claims to the opposite, OCR was still an open problem. A couple of asides: 

 
This was my first encounter with claims made by Kurzweil who later made a name for 
himself by making a host of predictions, some quite outrageous, about the future of 
computing. The Bell Labs experience inoculated me with resistance to taking his claims 
too seriously. 

 
Second, OCR is one of the problems in the area of Artificial Intelligence (AI) where 
claims about its solution have been made more often than for any other AI problem. It 
turns out that it is relatively easy to build an OCR system that has, say, a 90% or even 
a 95% recognition rate. That may sound impressive but such a system is practically 
useless. A printed page contains about 2000 characters and if we insist that our system 
makes no more than two or three errors (comparable to a human transcriber), then we 
need a system with 99.9% recognition rate. Building such a system is a far more 
challenging task than building a “toy” system. I will get back to that topic later. 

 
One great feature of Bell Labs is that there was a lot of interaction among people in 
different areas of specialization. At a University one has graduate students who are the 



 

professor’s co-workers. At Bell Labs there were no students (except occasional su
interns) so a researcher had to interact with people outside one’s specialty and that brought 
tremendous benefits in getting insights outside one’s narrow world.

  
At that time the main text formatting program was 
the latest version of it. He was in the process of adding a facility, 
include drawings in their documents and he was looking for a mathematical formulation for 
displaying free style curves. He asked me if I knew of such a form and I
providing the specifications for what is called guided splines.
 
The sketch on the right shows a curve (in thick line) that is 
produced from a polyline (in dashed line). The user has to input 
only the vertices of the polyline. It take
person to learn how to create very complex curves that way. This 
curve drawing feature was quite a hit and I was very pleasantly 
surprised by the positive feedback I received.
 
That increased my interest in the use of splines f
writing a paper on curve fitting with conic splines [
paper were used in the cover of the journal that published the paper

 
 

 
HALFTONES FOR TROFF
 
A few years later the need to include halftones in 
process (spots on a piece of paper can be either black or white) gray is created by printing 
small black areas in varying densities. This creates the impression of
human eye cannot see the detailed structure of the black and white areas. Somehow I 
mentioned to Ken Thompson what I was trying to do and he and Joe Condon came up with 
a special font that facilitated the implementation of the halftoning 
impressed by how quickly Ken had understood a problem that was outside his area and the 
elegance of the solution he came up with. Ken is very famous as the main inventor of 
and for his pioneering work in chess playing machines. His
computer world champion in 1980 and its principles have been the basis for all subsequent 
chess playing computers. In order to print chess games Ken had to design special fonts and 
to do that he became an expert in phototypesett
have met many very bright people and I rank Ken Thompson at the top of that list.
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workers. At Bell Labs there were no students (except occasional su
interns) so a researcher had to interact with people outside one’s specialty and that brought 
tremendous benefits in getting insights outside one’s narrow world. 

At that time the main text formatting program was troff and Brian Kernighan had written
the latest version of it. He was in the process of adding a facility, pic, to allow users to 
include drawings in their documents and he was looking for a mathematical formulation for 
displaying free style curves. He asked me if I knew of such a form and I was able to help by 
providing the specifications for what is called guided splines. 

The sketch on the right shows a curve (in thick line) that is 
produced from a polyline (in dashed line). The user has to input 
only the vertices of the polyline. It takes very little practice for a 
person to learn how to create very complex curves that way. This 
curve drawing feature was quite a hit and I was very pleasantly 
surprised by the positive feedback I received. 

That increased my interest in the use of splines for shape descriptions and I ended up 
writing a paper on curve fitting with conic splines [1983:2]. Some of the illustrations of that 
paper were used in the cover of the journal that published the paper (Figure 9

TROFF 

A few years later the need to include halftones in troff arose. Because printing is a binary 
process (spots on a piece of paper can be either black or white) gray is created by printing 
small black areas in varying densities. This creates the impression of gray because the 
human eye cannot see the detailed structure of the black and white areas. Somehow I 
mentioned to Ken Thompson what I was trying to do and he and Joe Condon came up with 
a special font that facilitated the implementation of the halftoning process. I was very 
impressed by how quickly Ken had understood a problem that was outside his area and the 
elegance of the solution he came up with. Ken is very famous as the main inventor of 
and for his pioneering work in chess playing machines. His machine, Belle
computer world champion in 1980 and its principles have been the basis for all subsequent 
chess playing computers. In order to print chess games Ken had to design special fonts and 
to do that he became an expert in phototypesetting. I have been fortunate in my life to 

met many very bright people and I rank Ken Thompson at the top of that list.

All numbered figures are in the “Illustrations of the Narrative” part. 
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THE FREE-SPIRITED CULTURE OF THE CENTER 

 

What Do You Care What Other People Think? 

(With apologies to Richard Feynman) 

 
One feature of the Center was its “free-spirited” style and irreverent culture. Original 
research is by definition controversial. If a problem is open, it is because people either think 
that it is not interesting or that it is not solvable. The person who has the insight to solve 
the problem must be willing to ignore prevailing opinion. I was told that when Ken 
Thompson started working on Unix people asked him “why do we need one more operating 
system?” (Of course an open problem may indeed be not solvable or be very hard, so 
people who attempt to solve open problems take a risk.) 
 
I witnessed personally this phenomenon when Bjarne Stroustrup starting working on a new 
object oriented programming language that he called C with classes. People were asking: 
“Who needs that?” Of course, Bjarne’s language, now known as C++, is one of the most 
widely used programming languages today. Because of my work in graphics and image 
processing where object oriented programming comes naturally, I saw immediately the 
merits of the new language and I became one of its early users. Bjarne gave a lecture at 
Stony Brook in the fall of 2010 and we had a chance to reminisce about those times and the 
initial resistance to the new language. 

 
Looking back I do not think AT&T understood well the consequences of this culture. 
Innovative people may not want to be bothered with what they consider routine extensions 
of their work but such extensions may be needed for wide public acceptance of a product. 
 
I must admit that mixing people of different talents in the same place is a challenge to 
management but the lack of a “finishing touch” on the products of the Center limited their 
impact, especially outside the high-technology world. Unix was an expert-friendly system 
but not a naïve-user-friendly system. When the psychologist Donald Norman criticized Unix 
as relying too much on typed commands, I recall the reaction of one person at the Center: 
“if people do not know how to type, they should not be using computers.” 
 
The story of Bell Labs is paralleled by that of Xerox PARC and I have tried to think for the 
reasons of the apparent corporate short-sightness. In my view, original research requires a 
free-spirited environment that can happen only when the research laboratories are too small 
to be noticed by the upper management. The flip side of such “invisibility” is that the upper 
management is not going to know what to do with the results of the research. 
 

The Gremlin 

 
Fred Grampp was an expert on computer security and he kept testing various systems of 
AT&T for security holes. Once he gained unauthorized access to a system and he brought 
the fact to the attention of its administrator. “Oh, since it was you, we trusted you” came 
back the retort. So Fred went ahead to create a fictitious character, named G. R. Emlin, and 
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tried to have her intrude in various security systems. (I used to think that G. R. Emlin was 
male but Brian Kernighan recently pointed out to me that G. R. Emlin was technically female 
and her name was Grace.) She became popular in the Center and people managed to get 
her a badge (complete with a picture of a gremlin) for one of the AT&T constituent 
companies. Years later, after I had left the Center and I was coming back as a consultant, I 
was given that badge one day so I could walk around the building without the limitations of 
a visitor badge. Nobody stopped me. The most notable use of the badge was by Ken 
Thompson when he wore it as he posed with Dennis Ritchie for an official portrait for the 
corporate AT&T magazine. Needless to say, that issue became a collector’s item. Eventually 
“Emlin, G. R.” started appearing in various organization charts and other official documents. 
 
One day she submitted an expense voucher to her department head, Doug McIlroy. The 
voucher was accompanied by a receipt for a quart of paint, in connection with the water-
tower project. (It will take too long a digression to explain what that project was so I leave 
it to the reader’s imagination.)  Doug forwarded it through the usual channels, and 
eventually reached our executive director, Vic Vyssotsky. Vic determined that as a plant 
expense, it fell outside the Research budget over which he had authority, so G. R. Emlin 
was not reimbursed. 
  
I thought of this irreverent culture during one of my visits in Japan in the mid-1990s. I was 
shown around the Research Center of a company where they were trying to encourage 
creativity by recreating the environment of American research laboratories such as Bell Labs 
and Xerox PARC. (Furniture, décor, lack of dress code, etc.) From an open door I noticed 
that several people were standing up, obviously as a sign of respect, while someone was 
reading aloud from a paper. I thought that a very essential ingredient of American research 
laboratories, namely disrespect for authority, was missing. 
 
Fred was a good friend and I was sad to hear that he had passed away a few years ago. He 
had been active in security issues for a long time and he had acquired an Enigma machine 
used by the Germans during WW II. He kept it in a drawer in his office and one day he 
showed it to me. What struck me as strange about the machine was that the encoder was 
separate from the transmitter. The device had an array of letters with lights under them and 
if, say, an A was typed and was encoded into, say, a V, the light under the V would go on 
and someone had to type the V in the transmitter. 
 

 

 
*THE BLIT TERMINAL AND THE PED PROGRAM 
 
In the early 1980’s two young researchers at the Computer Science Research Center built a 
new type of computer terminal. It had a bitmap display and interactive graphics and relied 
on a remote machine to do floating-point arithmetic, store data, and handle files. Today, 
interactive graphics and bitmap displays can be found on all PCs but at that time that was a 
novelty. Bart Locanthi was responsible for the hardware and Rob Pike for the software. The 
partition of the computation between the local CPU and the remote CPU was a forerunner of 
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cloud computing. The original name of the device was JERQ but once AT&T started building 
prototypes it was given the more respectable name BLIT. 
 
By 1982 there were several such machines built and all members of the center had one in 
their offices (and eventually we also had one for our homes). Very soon most of us were 
engaged in developing applications for the BLIT based on our own area of expertise. 
 
I opted to write a graphics editor, a program that would allow users to create their own 
drawings on the machine. I named the program PED (or ped) for Point Editor. I chose the 
name to acknowledge my inspiration from the Unix text editor ed. I also wrote a troff pre-
processor, tped that would take files produced by ped and convert them into troff 
compatible form so that drawings could be incorporated in documents. 
 
Figure 10* shows a drawing made by PED and Figure 11 shows the default screen of PED 
with a drawing made by the program. 
 
Because the program was tied to the BLIT that had found very few customers outside AT&T, 
the only users of PED were within AT&T. On the other hand AT&T was a very large company 
at the time (this was before the divestiture), so that PED had several hundreds of users (if 
not more). To the best of my knowledge, the westernmost place where PED was used was 
Denver and the easternmost the Netherlands (in a joint AT&T-Philips venture) [1984:1, 
1986:2]. For me, it was a new experience having many people using a program that I had 
written. Until then most of the feedback I received from my work was from people who read 
my papers. Later I converted the program to run on Sun Workstations and, again, it 
became popular with users. 

 
PED had certain desirable features that until recently were absent from the tools that came 
with Microsoft Windows. (The Paint program that comes with Windows 2007 has some of 
those features.) The problem with graphics editors is that there is a relatively small market 
for them. Everybody wants to write text, but relatively few people draw. High-end Computer 
Aided Design (CAD) systems include graphics editors but they are too expensive and an 
overkill for casual users. Now and then somebody finds out about PED and asks me if I have 
a Windows version but that seems to be too big a task to undertake in my old age.  
 
Because of the architecture of the BLIT, PED had two parts, one running locally and dealing 
with mouse and keyboard input and another running remotely that dealt with files and 
complex geometrical operations. (That would make PED well suited for cloud computing.) 
The most interesting amongst the latter was a drawing beautifier that I developed jointly 
with Chris Van Wyk. A paper describing our work was presented in the very selective 
SIGGRAPH conference [1985:3]. This is another topic for which I occasionally receive 
inquiries. Many people would like a drawing beautifier but not so many as to make it worth 
developing a product. 
 

                                       
* All numbered figures are in the “Illustrations of the Narrative” part. 
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* RESEARCH ON OCR 

 

While I had started research on OCR when I joined the Center, the efforts in that area were 
intensified when Henry Baird joined me at the Center in 1984. Henry had been my Ph.D. 
student at Princeton and after I left in 1980, he completed his dissertation under the 
direction of Ken Steiglitz. Henry’s dissertation had won an ACM doctoral award and his 
presence added significant momentum in our OCR endeavor. That effort was further 
increased when a third person joined the team. He was Simon Kahan who was extremely 
bright but he could not decide on a career path. He was only twenty years old and he had 
already a Master’s degree. (His father was a famous mathematician and computer scientist 
at the Univ. of California at Berkeley.) 
 
It was Henry’s observation that a major impediment to OCR was the low quality of the 
images produced by the scanner. He proved that by applying our recognition algorithms to 
pages printed with large size fonts. Our OCR algorithms were quite successful on such 
pages. In order to build a practical system we needed a high resolution scanner. At around 
that time an AT&T subsidiary, Teletype Corp., was looking for an application for a scanner 
they had developed. I traveled to Skokie, Ill (outside Chicago) where they were located and 
engineers from Teletype visited Bell Labs but nothing came out of it. The corporate 
structure of AT&T was too rigid for the quick action demands of the new” Information Age.” 
I was pleased (and mildly amused) when at that end of the year I received a modest salary 
bonus in recognition of my efforts to collaborate with Teletype. 
 
After I left Bell Labs, Henry became the leader of the OCR effort there and rose to become a 
department head. He is still a prominent and active researcher in the Document Recognition 
area. 

 
Another colleague in the OCR effort was Lorinda Cherry. She worked on developing a 
syntactic classifier for letters (based on regular expressions) but eventually we opted for a 
statistical classifier. In principle, a syntactic classifier allows definitions of letters in 
agreement with human intuition but there several problems with practical implementations 
of such an approach. Statistical techniques can help solve problems even if one does not 
understand them well and the issue of how human readers categorize the shape of letters 
remains open. The most striking example of the discrepancy between human and machine 
reading is that a human can learn the shape of a character by looking only at a few 
examples (certainly less than five) while a machine requires several thousand examples. 
 
Finally, I had a summer student, George Wolberg who helped with coding PED and in 
research related to separation of text characters from their background. We did use those 
results at Bell Labs but they became the germ for some of the research I did in Stony Brook 
after I left Bell Labs. For this reason I describe that work in Chapter 11.  
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BOOK ON ALGORITHMS FOR GRAPHICS AND IMAGE PROCESSING 

 
While I was on sabbatical at Berkeley I had started writing my book on Algorithms for 

Graphics and Image Processing. I used longhand and when we came back to Princeton, 
Marion would come to my office and type the book using the Unix text editor. By the time I 
joined Bell Labs the transcription was complete and I was in the right place to finish it. Bell 
Labs had the policy that the department head had to review books by the staff before they 
were released for publication. It was my good fortune that Doug McIlroy went well beyond a 
formal review and made many and quite constructive comments. The book was better 
because of his input. It was published in 1982 and eventually it was translated into four 
languages: Chinese, German, Polish, and Russian. (Figure 12* shows the covers of the four 
translations.) Having my work translated into German was particularly sweet. When I was 
an undergraduate at the Polytechnic University in Athens, German was thought to be the 
language of Engineering and I was told that without knowing German I could never become 
a good engineer. I had trouble learning the language so the translation was a case of 
“turning the tables.” (As graduate student at Berkeley I learned just enough German to 
pass the foreign language requirement of the doctoral program but I do not think that 
counts as knowing the language.) 
 
The book received strong critical acclaim: It was the main selection for May 1983 of the 
Electrical and Electronics Engineering Book Club and it was selected as an outstanding 
academic book of 1982-83 by Choice. Here are some reviews excerpts: 
 

"After the interdependency of image processing, pattern recognition, and computer 
graphics has been ignored for so long, this excellent book will set a standard that will 
influence the three fields for years to come.'' ACM Computing Review.  
 
"This book is a remarkable `how to' of graphics and imaging ... . Highly 
recommended.'' Computer Graphics World. 

 
Finally, it was included in Dr. Dobb's CD of Graphics Programming in 1995. The publisher 
(Computer Science Press) asked me repeatedly for a second edition but by that time I was 
at Stony Brook and had so many opportunities for consulting that I had no time for book 
writing. While the book had sold over 10,000 copies, the income for royalties was far below 
what I was earning from industrial consulting. This was also the time that I had three 
children in college, so income mattered. 
 

 

 

                                       
* All numbered figures are in the “Illustrations of the Narrative” part. 
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EDITORIAL RESPONSIBILITIES 

 
The IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence (PAMI) had been 
founded in 1979 under the auspices of the IEEE Computer Society. My old friend King-Sun 
Fu was the moving force behind it and he became its founding senior editor. In 1982 King-
Sun Fu decided to step down and he recommended me to the Computer Society to be his 
successor as senior editor. Not too long afterwards there was title inflation in the Computer 
Society and I became Editor-in-Chief (EIC). The Computer Society had a rule that each EIC 
served for a two-year term, renewable at most one time. I served the full four years until 
1986. 

 
I took one major initiative to establish a board of associate editors who would directly 
handle the referee reports for submitted manuscripts. The board included several of the 
senior people in the field but also some younger people whom I considered promising such 
as Eric Grimson of M.I.T. and my former student Steve Tanimoto. 
 
The Computer Society paid for a part time secretary to handle editorial correspondence and 
I hired Marie Wenslau who had recently retired from Bell Labs. 
 
I remember a really strange paper submission to the journal during my term as EIC. One 
day the mail brought in a paper from Italy that claimed to prove that the shroud of Turin 
was genuine. Apparently the authors had scanned the shroud and displayed the image on a 
computer screen. It fit the traditional image of Jesus with long hair and a beard and that led 
to the claim of authenticity. Because history of the Middle East is my main hobby, I was 
aware that the traditional image of Jesus did not appear until a few centuries after his death 
and earlier depictions were quite different, some showing him without a beard. If anything 
the reconstruction proved the opposite of what the authors had claimed. I also felt that a 
scientific journal should not deal with matters of religion. I could have rejected the paper as 
not falling within the scope of the journal but I decided to be cautious and sent the paper 
out for reviews. I made sure the reviewers included one Muslim and one Jew because the 
readership of the journal was quite diverse in terms of religion. 

 
I was surprised when the Jewish reviewer wrote back in favor of the publication “just to 
generate publicity”. I thought that was a very weak reason to publish a paper. Years later 
the same person became a big proponent of the “Bible Code,” so he may have had a 
propensity to mix religion with questionable science. One of the activities in the Center had 
been to enroll G. R. Emlin to a correspondence Bible School that then would send her letters 
praising her faith. So I asked G. R. Emlin to write a review and she wrote one that included 
a copy of one of the early depictions of a beardless Jesus. That was the end of the shroud 
paper. (Eventually carbon dating showed that the shroud dated from the time of the 
Crusades.) On the other hand G. R. Emlin entered the database of reviewers of the journal 
as an expert on religious images. Years later Bell Labs would receive mail addressed to her 
requesting that she review a paper. 
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I have received positive feedback about my work as PAMI EIC. For some reason the 
circulation of the journal increased as well as the number of papers submitted to it. This 
impressed the Computer Society and after my term as EIC was over I was made chairman 
of the committee that oversaw all the Transactions of the Computer Society. I stayed on in 
that position for about a decade and I had significant input in the appointment of 
subsequent PAMI EICs. 
 
About a year ago Eric Grimson was visiting Stony Brook and he recalled what he thought 
was a significant editorial action on my part. An innovative paper (the one that introduced 
Marcov random fields) was submitted and had received one very positive and one very 
negative review. So I had asked Eric to cast the deciding vote and he recommended that 
the paper be accepted. He thought that most EICs would have rejected a paper after a very 
negative review and that I had the good sense not to be swayed by it. 
 

 

 
THE BEGINNING OF THE END 
 
On January 1 1984 AT&T was broken up into several companies. The core company went 
out of the business of providing telephone service and it was no longer a regulated 
monopoly. Instead it was supposed to compete in the marketplace as a provider of long 
distance service and manufacturer of communications and computer equipment. The 
company supporting the Bell Labs research went from $149.5 billion in assets to $34 billion 
and from 1,009,000 employees to 373,000. That meant that funding for basic research was 
going to be much tighter and that research had to become market-oriented. 
 
(For more on this story see: http://www.corp.att.com/history and in particular 
http://www.corp.att.com/history/history3.html. The numbers are taken from 
http://www.corp.att.com/history/history4.html) 
 
That was bad enough, but it soon became apparent that the new company could not take 
advantage of market opportunities. A case in point was the fate of the BLIT terminal. The 
original device was built around a Motorola microprocessor but the “new” AT&T decided that 
it should be built around an AT&T microprocessor (BellMac32). This decision doubled the 
selling price of the device and also resulted in a two year delay. By that time the BLIT (now 
called AT&T/Teletype 5620 Dot Mapped Display Terminal) was no longer at the forefront of 
technology and very few units were sold. 

 
While I was not immediately affected by such failures, it was clear that Bell Labs was 
moving into the worst of possible worlds: on one hand pressure to do product related 
research and on the other hand inability of the company to take advantage of newly 
developed products. It was time for me to look for another job. The precise timing had to do 
with the schooling of my children. Paul was graduating from high school in 1985 and Karen 
in 1986. Harry was going to start high school in 1985. Clearly, 1986 was the least disruptive 
year and I started looking for a job for the summer of 1986. 
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I thought that a University position was the most attractive alternative. It would offer 
independence for my research as well as security because of the tenure system. I felt 
confident that I would obtain research grants and contracts and, most important, I could 
find consulting opportunities that would more than compensate for the low basic salary that 
University positions offered. I will describe in Chapter 10 my job search that ended in my 
accepting an offer from SUNY at Stony Brook, about 50 miles east of New York City on Long 
Island. 
 

 

 
 
THE END OF THE END 
 
Bell Labs was not happy to see me leave.  Al Aho who had played a major role in my hiring 
six years earlier tried to convince me to stay by pointing out the likelihood of facing a 
hostile political environment at a University. I thought that dealing with adversity is part of 
life and I would not let such considerations affect my decision. (Al was right; my reception 
by my new colleagues at Stony Brook was less than cordial. But I was right too; I was able 
to turn the hostile attitude to my advantage as I will explain in Chapter 10.)  
 
I had made an appointment with Arno Penzias who was vice-president for research (and a 
Nobel laureate in Physics). He suggested that rather than resigning from Bell Labs I should 
convert my position into part-time and make a similar arrangement with Stony Brook. That 
was an interesting option but one that would require a lot of commuting. A couple of days 
later I made a test of the commuting. I took the New Jersey Transit to Hoboken, then the 
PATH to Manhattan and then the Long Island Railroad to Stony Brook. As luck would have it 
there was a problem with PATH and we had to take a bus into Manhattan. This added an 
extra hour to the commute that even under the best of circumstances was going to be over 
three hours each way. So the part-time option was out. 

 
There was one person at Bell Labs who thought I was making the right decision. He was the 
psychologist Bela Julesz, famous for proving that stereo vision occurred before shape 
perception. Bela had suffered a demotion as a result of the new business orientation of the 
company (they did not think they needed a psychologist) and he told me that I was smart 
to leave early before there was a mass exodus that would increase the competition for 
University positions. 
 
So I resigned from Bell Labs while agreeing to a consulting arrangement. I was going to 
work on machine vision with David Lee who had just joined the company. David had a 
remarkable background. He had grown up in China and had not been allowed to go to 
college because of the Cultural Revolution and his family background. When he came to the 
United States he had made up for lost time and quickly completed a Ph.D. in Computer 
Science at Columbia. He and I worked on regularization methods for image analysis and at 
one point we had a similar discussion to the one I had with Eric Grimson a few years earlier 
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(I describe that discussion in Chapter 13 where I deal with Machine Vision). The general 
image analysis problem was intractable but the majority of researchers in the field were not 
willing to admit that and in turn they would not appreciate properly solving specific 
problems. David had not invested that much time in machine vision so he left the area and 
started research in the area of communication protocols. He has been tremendously 
successful in that field and at the time of this writing he is the director of the Networking 
and Communications Lab, HP Labs, on leave from The Ohio State University where he holds 
a position as the Ohio Board of Regents Distinguished professor. 
 

 

 
PARADISE LOST 

 
I stopped consulting in the summer of 1990 because AT&T asked me to sign a new 
consulting contract that would give them exclusive rights to my work. From that time on I 
had no professional connection to Bell Labs. 
 
In 1995 AT&T span off a manufacturing and development company named Lucent and Bell 
Labs became part of it. In 2001 they offered early retirement to everybody at Bell Labs who 
was over 45 years old and almost everybody accepted the deal. 
 
A few years later I was in New Jersey and I visited Bell Labs to see the few former 
colleagues who were still there. Before that I had been driving near the closed steel mills of 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania and I was very depressed by the sight of all the abandoned 
factories. I found the situation at Bell Labs even more depressing than the Bethlehem sight. 
 
Today Bell Labs is a shadow of its former self, part of the French company Alcatel. The 
Computer Science Research Center no longer exists. However, there are at least two web 
pages devoted to it. One is a list of its former members and their current whereabouts at 
http://spinroot.com/gerard/1127_alumni.html. A significant number (24) of them are at 
Google. As of April 2012, 19 were listed as retired and 11 as deceased.  The other page is at 
http://tuxdeluxe.org/node/113 and it is titled “Requiem for Bell Labs, Unit 1127”. There are 
several errors in it that have been pointed out in comments posted to the page. 
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Chapter 10 

 

LONG ISLAND (1986-1999) 

 

WHY STONY BROOK  

 

During the time I worked at Bell Labs, I had been approached by several Universities who 
wanted to hire me. When I began thinking of leaving Bell Labs, I communicated only with 
such organizations. I thought that I would get a better offer from an institution that was 
eager to hire me rather than one who might be only interested in doing so. Finances were 
important to us because we had to face college costs for our three children but that was not 
the only factor to consider. I preferred to be a “big fish in a small pond” rather than a “small 
fish in big pond.” I did not want a repetition of the Princeton arguments about whether a 
research area was legitimate for a University and so forth. I still remembered that I was 
forced to put aside research on what interested me in order to publish papers in Control 
Theory so that I would receive tenure. 
 
The desire for independence in research also made me turn down an offer from Skantek, a 
startup company in New Jersey. That turned out to be the right decision because a few 
years later the company folded. It seems that its management had underestimated the 
difficulty of finding a solution to the machine vision problem that had to be solved in order 
to bring its product to the market. I recall the founder of the company telling me: “We are 
finished with the hardware and we only need a kid to write a couple of thousand lines of 
code to have a product.” 
 
The academic year salary that I was expecting to receive from a University was probably 
going to be lower than my Bell Labs salary but I was confident that I could raise funds for 
three months summer salary and I would also find regular consulting. A good technical 
consultant will steer development teams away from dead end paths and suggest the most 
promising ways to achieve a goal. This can save a company many man-months of effort 
and, as a result, consulting fees can be quite high. However, this did not apply to Bell Labs, 
so consulting there was mainly for prestige and, more important, the chance to keep in 
touch with an intellectually vibrant group. 
 
Academic positions at American Research Universities are sometimes called hunting 
licenses. Professors are expected to raise funds not only for their summer salary but also for 
graduate assistant stipends, clerical help, technicians, and equipment. I recall a 
conversation I had with a visitor from Europe a few years later. He was impressed when he 
heard the size of the budget of my laboratory, but when I explained what it was used for he 
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told me that in his institutions most of these items were provided by the state and external 
funding was only for “luxuries.” 
 
I received formal offers from five schools and they were close to each other in terms of 
salary. It was also difficult to decide among the programs, so geographical location turned 
out to be the critical factor. At the end I decided to go to Stony Brook because it was close 
to the New York City airports and Bell Labs.  
 
During my first few years at Stony Brook I had occasions to regret my decision and I often 
have pondered about the deeper reasons for choosing that school. They probably had to do 
more with emotions than logic. I was the beneficiary of a low cost state University education 
in Greece. I might have felt that by teaching at a state University I repaid, at least 
symbolically, my debt to the concept that higher education should be open to all those 
willing and able to study hard and learn, regardless of their ability to pay. I also liked Stony 
Brook’s proximity to the sea. I love the sea and I liked the ambience of the Long Island 
area. 
 
I suspect that we decide things on the basis of deep emotions and the stated reasons are 
often a rationalization. 
 

 

THE MOVE TO LONG ISLAND 

 

Marion had been born and raised in New Jersey and we had lived together in that state for 
20 years. Moving to Long Island was hard on Marion. (Of course it would have been even 
harder on her if we had to relocate to another region of the country.) We had sold our 
house in New Providence but the sellers of the house we were buying on Long Island were 
not ready for closing. Apparently their lawyers were dragging their feet. Fortunately, a 
daughter of the sellers was an attorney and she intervened and we ended up signing an 
agreement so that we could move into the house before closing. Our move took place in 
July of 1986 and for a period of time all the family lived in our new house at 18 Brewster Hill 
Road in Setauket. Setauket and Stony Brook are unincorporated villages next to each other. 
Together with the incorporated village of Old Field form the “Three Village” school district 
which was held in high regard. The “Three Villages” part of the town of Brookhaven and that 
was the legal entity to which we paid our taxes and, in return, they picked up our garbage 
and cleaned our street. 
 
The house had five bedrooms, four upstairs and one downstairs. Harry chose the latter. Paul 
chose the smallest of the upstairs bedrooms so that I could use a larger one for my home 
office. He was going back to Cornell in the fall, so he was going to stay with us only for the 
summer but I was nevertheless touched by his being so considerate. 
 
Karen was getting ready to go to the University of Rochester, so Harry was going to be the 
only one with us after the summer. He was enrolled in the Ward Melville High School of the 
Three Village School District. A year earlier I had driven Paul to Ithaca and this time we 
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rented a van from Budget-Rent-a-Car and loaded the belongings of both Paul and Karen. 
We also took one of our cars and our caravan drove first to Ithaca and then Rochester. I 
thought going from living at home to living in a college dormitory was a good intermediate 
step before people go on to live in their own apartment. The first time I had to live away 
from home was when I went to graduate school at Berkeley and it took me a while to figure 
things out, especially since I was in a new country. I had lived at home not only when I was 
an undergraduate but also when I was working at the Power Plant and even when I was 
serving in the Greek Army Translation Office. 
 
Marion and I joined a private swimming club at West Meadow Beach and we were regulars 
there for many summers. For awhile we kept ties to New Jersey and Marion’s sisters and 
their families each came to visit once. 
 

 

MY FIRST FEW MONTHS AT THE UNIVERSITY 

 

The Shock 

 

I had been hired as a Leading Professor in the Department of Electrical Engineering. The 
department was not faring well in the ratings of graduate programs and the administration 
thought that hiring me would help raise the ranking of the department. I had insisted on a 
joint appointment with Computer Science and I was told that it was “in the works.” 
 
During the first couple of months I was very busy setting up my laboratory and buying 
equipment for it. I had offered to teach an undergraduate course that dealt with computer 
technology and I was using C++ for the programming assignments. That was a new 
language then and I had to rely on direct help from Bjarne Stroutstrup. 
 
I was supposed to be consulting at Bell Labs one day a week but the commute through or 
circumventing New York City took so long that I changed the schedule to two days every 
other week. I wanted to bring to Stony Brook some of the software I had developed at Bell 
Labs, but that belonged to AT&T, so I had to ask for permission. They agreed but there was 
a question about security (they did not want the software to be copied without 
authorization). Fred Grampp (the creator of G.R.Emlin) took a look and found that the 
computer facilities of the Electrical Engineering were quite insecure. I recall that there was 
an active account for a faculty member who had been denied tenure and had left and that 
the password for that account was the same as the person’s login name. During one of my 
Bell Labs visits I was able to login remotely using that person’s account and then I took 
advantage of one of the vulnerabilities of Unix to become a super user! I decided to invite 
Fred to give a seminar at Stony Brook on computer security in early November. 
 
During the second half of October I attended the 1986 ICPR in Paris and there I met Mike 
Korns, a vice president of Datacopy and he asked me to consult for them. They were 
interested in Optical Character Recognition (OCR). Because the company was in the Silicon 
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Valley my arrangement was to work at home for them and visit their site every few months. 
My expectations for consulting seemed to be realized. 
 
Soon after I returned from Europe there was a faculty meeting of the Electrical Engineering 
Department. I remember it was on the morning of the day when Fred was giving the 
seminar on security in the afternoon. I did not expect anything major to happen in the 
faculty meeting but I was in for a big surprise. Some of the faculty expressed their 
unhappiness about the state of affairs in the department and, in particular, that I had been 
hired at too high a rank and salary. 
 
I was not surprised that some people would be unhappy about my joining the department. I 
had been given ample warning about that by colleagues at Bell Labs. But I was surprised by 
their being so public about it. After all I had been told that they had voted in favor of my 
appointment. 
 
A hint of what might have been their motive came out during a conversation with a 
graduate student. He asked me if I was taking on any research students and I said “of 
course.” He replied “I am glad to hear that because I had heard that you had left Bell Labs 
for a University in order to retire.” So here is what I think happened. People such as those 
who raised the issue of my salary do not like active faculty because they make them look 
bad. They may have been convinced to vote in favor of my hiring because they thought that 
I was coming to a University in order to retire. When I arrived and I started recruiting 
students, writing proposals, and teaching undergraduates they realized they had made a 
mistake. I suspect that my teaching an undergraduate course was what upset them the 
most. They considered such teaching beneath the dignity of prominent researchers. 
 
I must admit that I had also made a mistake. I had not realized how weak the Electrical 
Engineering department was because I had not tried to look behind the façade. They were a 
few illustrious names among its faculty but I had not noticed that they were no longer 
productive. The Stony Brook administration had done its best to hide the true picture.  For 
example, I had not visited the department to give a seminar because I was told that they 
knew me well from my papers and were eager to have me. That should have raised a flag. I 
can even speculate that the administration may not have consulted the faculty for my 
appointment. 
 
Subsequent actions of the administration made it impossible for me to stay in the Electrical 
Engineering department. Therefore I asked for a transfer to the Computer Science 
department where I had been already promised a joint appointment. The Computer Science 
faculty voted in favor of my joining them and I moved into that department while keeping a 
joint appointment with Electrical Engineering. Computer Science was a much better 
department than Electrical Engineering and, in some ways, the whole crisis turned to my 
advantage. 
 
I am deliberately vague about the actions of the administration because some of the people 
involved are no longer alive and they could not answer my criticism. It is also “water under 
the bridge.” The main lesson for others is: Do not accept an offer from an institution that 
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claims there is no need for an interview because they are too eager to have you. Almost 
certainly they have something to hide.  
 
One person who might have been affected by these events was Murali Subbarao. He was a 
recent Ph.D. from the University of Maryland and I had recruited him for Stony Brook. When 
I moved out of Electrical Engineering I asked the administration for the transfer of Murali as 
well but they did not agree. Fortunately, Murali did well on his own and he is now a full 
professor with an active research laboratory. 
 

A Glance into the Future 

 

Fortunately, things have improved a lot with changes in the administration and, especially, 
the arrival of Yacov Shamash as dean of Engineering. He hired a new chairman for the 
Electrical Engineering department and he changed the culture of the department. So I do 
not feel too guilty for leaving Murali there when I moved to Computer Science. 
The last few years have seen even more changes in the administration and I am certainly 
happy to see them, even though I have retired. In early 2012 there were changes in the 
state law that increased the autonomy of the University. Sadly such changes were opposed 
by the faculty union. I believe that unions are essential for the protection of relatively low 
skill laborers where the supply of labor exceeds the demand. However, I find them counter-
productive for highly skilled workers. The power of the union together with the ponderous 
state bureaucracy had made me say that “SUNY” stood for Soviet University of New York. 
Mercifully the University is now known as Stony Brook University and it is taking its place 
among highly ranked state Universities. 
 

Symbol Technologies 

 

The one bright spot of the fall of 1986 was my connection with Symbol Technologies. The 
company became a big part of my life in the next fifteen years and I devote Chapter 14 to 
my work with them. 

 

 

ACADEMIC LIFE 

 

Department of Computer Science 

 

After I moved to the Computer Science Department I re-organized my Laboratory. As part 
of the original offer the University had provided a position for an engineer to manage the 
facility. I hired Bill Sakoda who had a Ph.D. in Computer Science but preferred writing code 
to writing papers and had not made it through the academic ranks. In a way Bill was 
overqualified for the position but he seemed to enjoy the work and I was happy to have 
him. I also arranged for him to do some consulting for Datacopy. 
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Very soon I had several doctoral students and received funding from many sources that I 
detail in Chapter 11 together with the research of my students. Each year I would also have 
one or two visiting faculty or researchers from Japan or Europe. I supervised a total of 
eleven Ph.D. students at Stony Brook. Two were form Taiwan, five from China, two from the 
United States, and two from South America. Four of the eleven were women a higher 
proportion than the average in Computer Science. 
 
Each year I taught two courses: A senior course in Computer Graphics and a graduate 
course on Image Analysis. In the Computer Graphics course I used computer games as a 
means to motivate the students to study the mathematics of graphics. For example, an 
assignment would be to write a program displaying a ball bouncing around a room. The 
more complex the form of the room, the higher the grade! Eventually I made a presentation 
at the educator’s program of SIGGRAPH’96 titled “Teaching Graphics through Video Games” 
[1997:1]. 
 
In 1995 I was promoted to Distinguished Professor, the highest rank in the SUNY system. 
Such promotions are decided by a central committee rather than the local campus and, I 
believe, the rank is held by less than 2% of the faculty. My work with Symbol Technologies 
was a big factor on why I was nominated by Stony Brook. However, the committee that 
decided to promote me was impressed by such things as my position as an advisor to NASA 
(see the last section of this chapter). 
 

The ACM Programming Contest 

 

One of the top students in the Computer Graphics course was Pedro Sander and one day he 
asked me to become the coach of the programming team of Stony Brook. Their goal was to 
take part in the Programming contests sponsored by ACM. I was happy to accept and in 
September of 1997 we travelled to West Point, NY to take part in the regional contest. I 
think we had two or three teams and one of them came in first place edging teams from 
Columbia, Cornell, and Princeton among others. The members of the first place team were 
Dario Vlah (from Croatia), Pedro Sander (from Brazil), and Kok-Ho Loh (from Singapore). 
  
The top place finish qualified the team for the 1998 World Finals that were held in Atlanta in 
February of 1998. There were 54 teams competing there that had been selected out of 1250 
teams that had taken part in the regional contests. We traveled together with Brian Risinger 
who was a reserve in case a member of the team was unable to compete. The contest was 
sponsored by IBM that had a big presence at the meeting. Obviously there were eager to 
impress the top young programmers of the world. Their Deep Blue machine had just 
defeated Kasparov, the human World Chess champion and members of the team that 
developed Deep Blue were there. I recall a small group lunch that included a member of the 
Deep Blue team where he made the following interesting statement: The Deep Blue team 
included a chess grand-master who took part in the design. All that the machine did was to 
enhance the grand-master’s ability by 200 points, enough to beat the world champion. 
 
1998 was the year of the Winter Olympics at Nagano, Japan and IBM provided the 
programming team coaches with Olympic coach badges. I have kept mine as a souvenir. 
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Our team could solve only one of the six problems in the world contest and were 
disappointed. The surprise came when the results were announced. Only one U.S. team was 
among the top ten. M.I.T. had finished fifth, the only American team to solve all six 
problems but it took them longer than four other teams that had also solved all six 
problems. The top finisher was the team from Charles University in Prague, followed by 
teams from St. Petersburg University, Univ. of Waterloo, and Univ. of Umeå in Sweden. The 
team from Melbourne University of Australia also solved all six problems. There were several 
discussions about the poor showing of the American teams. In my opinion, a major factor 
was that the problems required more skills than just programming. They required 
knowledge of algorithms that are not usually part of the undergraduate curriculum in the 
United States. The strong showing of teams from outside the U.S. has continued in 
subsequent years. The Univ. of Waterloo won in 1999 and since then all winners have been 
from Eastern Europe or China. 
 

 

SERVING THE PROFESSION 

 

IEEE Computer Society and IEEE 

 

During the 1980’s and 1990’s I became quite involved with the IEEE Computer Society. 
When I became Editor-in-Chief of PAMI in 1982, I joined the Computer Society Publications 
Board and stayed on the board (with some brief interruptions) until 1995. During that time I 
also served several times on the Transactions Advisory Committee whose functions included 
the appointment of Editors-in-Chief and the establishment of policies. I chaired that 
committee in 1987, 1988, and 1993-1995. 
 
In 1993 I was elected by membership vote for a three year term (1994-1996) to the 
Computer Society Governing Board and during 1991-94 I was listed as one of the 
Distinguished Visitor for the Society. 
 
I also became involved with the main body of IEEE. I was the Computer Society 
representative on the IEEE Publications Board during 1986-1987 and then became member 
of the editorial board of the IEEE Proceedings during 1988-1997. During 1990-1992 I was 
associate editor for tutorials of the IEEE Proceedings.  
 
These involvements had several positive aspects. I could influence high level policy and also 
make connections. Almost all the University offers I had were initiated by individuals whom 
I have met through IEEE activities. There was also a psychological thrill. I had first become 
aware of the IEEE Proceedings when I was an undergraduate in Greece and I saw it 
referenced in one of the English language texts I was using. I went to the Polytechnic 
University Library to look for it and, of course, they did not have it. At that time the world of 
technical publications seemed to me so remote. Serving on the editorial board of the IEEE 
Proceedings was beyond the dreams of my undergraduate days. That the board met in New 
York City was an extra bonus for the reasons I explained in the Preface. 
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There was also a down side. I had to travel and devote considerable time to the activities 
and take part in long meetings that involved politics of the Computer Society. I am not very 
patient with long discussions where the only purpose is to avoid hurting the feelings of 
someone who has made an unreasonable suggestion. Certainly, courtesy is important in 
meetings of deliberative bodies but diplomacy is not my strong point. There were very few 
other people active in the governance of the Society who were also active researchers. I 
should probably have limited my involvement to the publications side only. 
 
I could not decide whether to stay involved in the Computer Society leadership but in 1995 
the decision was made for me. I was nominated as a candidate for First Vice President of 
the Society and I lost by 46 votes to Joseph Boykin. (I received 4,271 votes to his 4,317. 
The total number of votes cast was only 12.6% of those eligible to vote.) I guess if one is 
going to lose an election it is best to lose a close one. I decided not to seek another 
Computer Society position and continued only my involvement with the IEEE Proceedings. I 
was 61 years old at the time and I did not think I would necessarily benefit by more 
professional contacts. 
 
I have a souvenir from these activities in the wall of my den. It is a plaque identifying me as 
a Golden Core member of the IEEE Computer Society. These plaques were issued in 1996 
on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the society. 
 

Government 

 

During the 1981-88 period I was member of three NSF Advisory Councils. Such councils 
tend not to include active NSF grantees and my position at Bell Labs during those years was 
helpful. From that time on until I retired from the University I took part in several NSF 
panels and site visits, about once a year on the average.  

In February 1988 I took part in panel dedicated to the “preparation of hearings on 
supercomputing by U.S. House of Representatives.”  That was my only time inside the 
chambers of Congress. 

During 1989-91 and 1992-94 I was a member of the Science Council for the Center of 
Excellence in Space Data and Information Sciences (CESDIS) of the University Space 
Research Association. This was part of NASA and the meetings were held at the Goddard 
Space Flight Center. I owe that appointment to the recommendation of John Hopcroft, an 
old friend from Princeton. The goal was to encourage NASA to take full advantage of 
modern computing, not just the gadgets but also the science. 

 


